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This report brought to the readers as final printed. This written report was obtained
much improvement from broad discussions and supervisions of the following persons:
 The former supervisor Dr. M.W. van der Zouwen, for giving me the scientific paths
in the initial phase of the study.
 Dr. Esther Turnhout as the present supervisor and docent while taking courses in
Forestry Policy and Nature Conservation Group.
Unlimited knowledge, experiences and sciences stimulated during taking courses in
Forest and Nature Conservation Department since 2007-2009 has shaped my basic
sciences. I thank for some worth aids in completing this report obtained from Ir. Max
Tokede, M.Si, customary communities, non profits organizations, and local government
for their aids and cooperation during fieldwork.
This thesis research could have completed due to funding provided by International
Fellowship Program - Ford Foundation. Finally this half work will provide a path in
designing better customary community right policy for better life in Papua.
Wageningen, The Netherlands

Y. Y. Rontuboi
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Abstract
In an effort to address customary community right issue, the local government of
Papua Province has been establishing legal frameworks with intention to return
customary community right over forest and land. This effort has resulted in customary
community right policies, i.e. the IPKMA-kopermas policy and the Forest for Death to
Forest for life (FDFL) policy. The first policy that has executed and terminated, left
behind some questions about the difficulties encountered during the implementation
process, while the latter is still in development process at present moment. Lesson
learned from the first policy will contribute to improve future implementation of the latter.
The study details the six factors for effective implementation and policy learning found
from those policies by conducting a qualitative case study approach with document
analysis and interview. The analysis suggests that the change in Papua’s Forest Policy
is a result of double loop learning that has triggered emergence of the IPKMA-kopermas
policy. Implementation of this policy is failed because it does not meet the conditions
required by the six factors for effective implementation in practice. Lesson learned from
the implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy coupled with the change in local
government regime and social economic factors has led to emergence of the FDFL
policy. The six factors for effective implementation have been taken into consideration
during the development process of the FDFL policy, which further lead to some changes
in the policy. Understanding the implementation process of the IPKMA-kopermas policy
and the development process of the FDFL policy provide alternative insight to predict
opportunities and challenges of future implementation of the FDFL policy.

Keywords: customary community right, forest, Papua, effective implementation, hybrid
theory, policy learning.
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I. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Customary Community Right Policy
Since in the middle of 1990’s there has been a movement towards customary
communities issue broadly known as indigenous people when it is significantly
recognized in global level through the United Nation (UN, 2007; Morgan, 2004). This
emerges as a result of a long struggle of hundreds of indigenous leaders, community
representatives, and related actors to change the relationship between indigenous
people and the country where they live (Morgan, 2004). Since that time, the indigenous
people and their right have become a subject discussed in international events
specifically those held by the UN, which later accommodated on the indigenous people
issue in the form of working groups, specific forum, etc. and finally resulted in the UN
declaration on the right of indigenous people (Morgan, 2004; UN, 2007; UN, 2008). This
declaration addresses individual and collective rights, cultural and identity rights so forth
and emphasizes the rights of indigenous people to participate in all matters that concern
them and to achieve their vision on social, economic and cultural development (UN,
2007; UN, 2008).
The term of ‘indigenous people’

in this study called customary communities,

covers the broader definition such as people identified in particular geographical by the
presence in varying degrees of the following characteristics: a) close attachment to
ancestral territories and to the natural resources in these areas; b) self-identification and
identification by others as members of a distinct cultural group; c) an indigenous
language, often different from the national language; d) presence of customary social
and political institutions; and e) primarily subsistence-oriented production (World Bank,
2003). According to UN (2003) there are around 300 to 500 million of indigenous people
around the world and this people are recognized as the most advantage and vulnerable.
In Indonesia, customary community rights were not recognized under construction
of old regime 30 years occupied i.e. in the Soeharto’s era in the period of 1965 until 1998,
as stated by Kusumaadmadja (1993) cited by Li (2000, 2001) that “in Indonesia either all
the people native to the archipelago are indigenous, or no one is”. De facto, customary
communities and their property rights are known by the state but de jure, they are not
recognized. Therefore conflicts regarding customary community rights over natural
resources such as land, forest, etc. always exist between government and customary
communities in Indonesia. Since 1998 indigenous community rights have come into
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view when the reformation wave occurred in Indonesia. This political reform has opened
political space for local governments and local communities to defend their interests.
Nevertheless, it has not explicitly emerged as a policy or law about customary
community rights policy, but it has been embedded on the specific policies such as the
Forestry Act, 41.1999. The process of bringing customary community rights issues to be
taken into account in the legal law in Indonesia is done through difficult processes.
Various demands of local governments and customary communities emerged, struggling
for a greater authority in natural resource management.

For instance, AMAN (the

Alliance of customary Communities of the Archipelago), has made several efforts that
aimed at enforcing central government to take into account customary community rights
in designation of the Forestry Act, 41.1999 (AMAN, 1999; Li, 2001). In doing so,
customary community rights finally have been taken as one issue in the Forestry Act, 41.
1999. This act is the first forestry act that facilitates the right of indigenous communities
upon forest resources, albeit in a limited extent. The customary community rights over
forest are acknowledged legally if the rights are in accordance with some prerequisite
stated in the law.
1.2. Customary Community Right of Papuans
As the cases of other customary communities in the other parts of Indonesia,
customary community rights of Papuans were not recognized in Indonesian laws before
the reformation era took place in 1998 (Sumule, 2002) although de facto almost the
entire Papua belongs to customary communities in accordance with customary law.
There are more than 57 ethnics of customary communities in Papua which spanning
approximately 262 languages (Suebu, 2006; Tokede, et. al, 2005). These customary
communities can be grouped into seven main customary regions i.e. (1) Mamta region
includes Port Numbay, Sentani, Genyem, Depapre, Demta, Sarmi, Bonggo, and
Mamberamo. (2) Saireri region consists of Biak Numfor, Supiori, Yapen, Waropen and
coastal area of Nabire. (3)

Domberay region includes Manokwari, Bintuni, Babo,

Wondama, Wasi, Sorong, Raja Ampat, Teminabuan, Inawantan, Ayamaru, Aifat, and
Aitinyo. (4) Bomberay region covers Fakfak, Kaimana, Kokonao and Mimika. (5) Ha
Anim region consists of Merauke, Digoel, Muyu, Asmat and Mandobo. (6) Me Pago
region cover Pegunungan Bintang, Wamena, Tiom, Kurima, Oksibil, and Okbibab. (7) La
Pago region consist of Puncak Jaya, Tolikara, Paniai and highland area of Nabire
(Mampioper and Ayomi, 2008).
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These customary communities claim that lands, forests and water are their
ownership and that natural resources are managed by their headman on the basis of
customary laws. Appreciation of natural resources is apparent in the Papuan tribes’
views. For example, Marind tribe regard land as the origin of human, Komoro tribe stated
that they are derived from water, while the tribes inhabit Cenderawasih Bay until the
Bird’s Head Peninsula in the North of Papua Island feel that they are originated from the
sea (Patay, 2005). In general these tribes recognize two types of control and ownership
over forest and land i.e. (1) control and ownership that belong to tribe/group of
community who firstly discover area of forest and lands, and (2) control and ownership
over forest and lands as a result of inheritance and or grants. Customary ownership over
forest and land consists of clearly defined territorial units, held in common by community
institutional structures with their own management systems.
Forest and land are crucial resources for subsistence system of Papuans. These
customary communities remain highly dependent on forest resources as reported by
Provincial Forestry Agency that about 40% of cash and 30% of subsistence needs are
met by forest (Suebu, 2006).
1.3. Customary Community Rights and the IPKMA - kopermas Policy
In line with decentralization in Indonesia in 1999, the customary community rights
over forest were recognized in Indonesian law when the Ministry of Forestry and
Plantation launched Forestry Act No. 41/1999 to replace the old Forestry Act No. 5/1967.
The new Forestry Act confirms that customary communities which still exist are
acknowledged as stated in chapter IX article 67, 68, 69 and 70 (UU No. 41. 1999). This
Act further developed into ministerial decrees i.e. (1) SK Menteri Kehutanan dan
Perkebunan No. 318/Kpts-II/1999 about community participation in forest (tentang peran
serta masyarakat di dalam hutan), (2) SK Menteri Kehutanan dan Perkebunan No.
317/Kpts-II/1999 on customary community rights over forest product (tentang hak
pemungutan hasil hutan masyarakat hukum adat (HPHH-MA)), and (3) SK Menteri No
199/Kpts/IV-set/1999 about implementing guideline of customary community rights over
forest product on production forest (tentang petunjuk pelaksanan hak pemungutan hasil
hutan masyarakat hukum adat pada areal hutan produksi). These decrees asserted the
rights of customary communities to engage in forest management.
In 2001, the customary community right policy was further elaborated when Papua
Province received special autonomy status from central government (Indonesia) in the
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Special Autonomy Law number 21/2001, through which local authority was granted
special power to manage their region as well as to receive special funds such as special
autonomy fund, balance fund, etc (UU Otsus no.21. 2001). This special status of Papua
province has prominently brought a new movement on forest management in local
government systems, by which local authorities both province and district subsequently
responded the issue of customary community rights offered by the Forestry Act
No.41/1999.
In response to those laws, the Provincial Government of Papua positively reacted
on two important actions in 2002, i.e. (1) the local government obligated concession
holders to pay compensation for customary communities whose forest are being
harvested by them, and (2) the Governor of Papua issued a decree on the Rights of
Customary

Communities

to

Harvest

Forest

Products

(Surat

Gubernur

No.

522.2/3386/SET/2002), better known as the regulation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy.
The latter is a small-scale timber logging permit that legally enables customary
communities to directly benefit from forest management (Tokede, et al. 2005). Shortly,
implementing guideline of the IPKMA-kopermas policy was issued by Provincial Forestry
Agency through the Decree No. Kep.522.1/1648 that addresses the requirements to
apply an IPKMA permit, implementation structure, etc.
On the other hand, district governments in Papua also has responded to the
recognition of customary rights by producing a permit on the right to manage customary
forest, better known as IHPHA. Through this permit, customary communities have given
a chance to promote a customary forest with concession area approximately 2000 ha in
duration of 20 years. The facts showed that there is hardly any further implementation of
the IHPHA permit (Tokede, 2005). On the contrary, the IPKMA permit was the one that
was followed up by both provincial and district governments (Tokede, et al., 2005; Patay,
2005).
During the period of 2000 – 2002 , which was known as the policy making stage of
the IPKMA-kopermas policy, limited events were conducted by the Provincial
Government to prepare implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy including the
development of implementing regulation and implementing guideline. One important
event was a public conference which attended by

Papuan entrepreneurs, Ministry of

Cooperative and Ministry of Forestry and Plantation. In this conference, some of
important aspects as regards participation of customary communities on forest
management were raised including the term community cooperative, better known as
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kopermas, which was formulated as a legal organization for accommodating customary
communities.
The IPKMA-kopermas regulation and its implementing guideline explicitly mention
that in obtaining such a permit for managing customary forest (hutan adat), customary
communities have to be formally acknowledged by local government in the form of either
LMHA (a kind of customary community institution) or in a legal institution such as a
community cooperative, better known as kopermas. On the basis of this permit,
kopermas was shaped in order to accommodate their rights in forest management
activities. Through kopermas, customary communities can apply for the timber logging
(IPKMA) permit via the Provincial Forestry Agency. The permit offers the rights to carry
out logging activities within 250 ha - 1000 ha of production forest areas (hutan produksi)
for the period of one year.
The implementation process of the IPKMA - kopermas policy in Papua during the
period of 2002 - 2004 received many responses from society. On one hand,
implementation of the IPKMA - Kopermas policy was positively responded by customary
communities because it is the only means by which customary communities can directly
manage their own forests and benefit from them. In addition, implementation of the
IPKMA-kopermas policy is considered to be an important movement of local government
on returning customary community right issue on the right place. On the other hand,
there were increasing criticisms from society regarding bad practices such as forest
destruction, low economic impact of IPKMA on the life of customary communities, etc.
(Tokede, et al. 2005), which also indicated that the implementation of the

IPKMA-

kopermas policy was not very successful in the end (Patay, 2005). Hence, the IPKMAkopermas policy was terminated by the Governor of Papua in the late of 2004 through
Decree No. 522.2/57/SET/2005 and Provincial Forestry Decree No. 522.1/072/2005. At
the same time, the termination of the IPKMA-kopermas policy has ended customary
community involvement in logging activities legally.
1. 4. Customary Community Right and the Policy “from Forest for Death to Forest
for Life” (FDFL)
In 2006, the Governor of Papua issued a new forest policy which is known as
sustainable forest management policy “from forest for death to forest for life” (FDFL).
This new forest policy, aimed to eradicate poverty in Papua and improve the Papuan
economy by means of sustainable forest management (Suebu, 2006). The FDF policy
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primarily emphasizes five rules i.e. (1) returning forest ownership rights to the people; (2)
total prohibition of logs export; (3) acceleration of home industry development and
community logging; (4) tackling land conflict through securing access to forest’s land and
(5) law enforcement through sufficient forest/policy and improvement of community
awareness.
The FDFL policy encompasses not only customary community issues but also
economic, poverty and political issues which have been real problems in the
development process in Papua for a long time. Lack of access to manage forest
resources is considered to be one of the main reasons for poverty problems in Papua
(Suebu, 2006). Therefore through this policy the local government emphasizes the need
for returning forest ownership right to the customary communities.
Various kinds of activities took place in order to consult planned programs, and to
obtain feedback from societies. Different organizations were involved in the development
process of this policy including public agencies, non profit organizations, universities,
and customary community institutions. In addition to those above, the Local Government
of Papua has been expanding its movement by participating in international events,
developing cooperation with international organization, etc.
1. 5. Problem Statement
In contemporary forest management, increasing attention has been addressed to
forest ownership rights of customary communities to be involved in management process
(White and Martin, 2002; UN, 2007; Agrawal, et al. 2008). This is due to consideration
that customary communities are one of the determinant actors in forest management in
the sense that forest management has severe impacts on the life of customary
community members. The facts below assert why it is urgent to incorporate indigenous
communities in forest management nowadays. First, there is an increasing government
awareness that the existing forest tenure system is applied against the rights and claims
of customary and other local communities (White and Martin, 2002:2; Morgan, 2004; UN,
2007; Agrawal, et al. 2008). As a result, conflict between the states and customary
communities as well as between private sectors and customary communities quite often
arises. From most cases in the past, customary community rights with regard to access
for forest have not been formally recognized in the state law, as the case of Indonesia (Li,
2000, 2001; Morgan, 2004; Agrawal, et al. 2008). In contrast, for some customary
communities forest is an integral part of life where relation between people and forest
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has developed and shaped for a long time and resulted in a local perspective that the
forest and its resources (plants, wildlife, water, lands, etc) belonged to them according to
customary law.
Second, there is an increasing consideration that in many cases, most of
customary communities who still depend on forest for living are poor (White and Martin,
2002:2; Suebu, 2006; UN, 2007) whereas their forest is one of the driving sectors
contributing to state revenue. The facts showed that most of customary communities are
the poor who live surrounding forest (Li, 2000, 2001; Suebu, 2006). It has been
recognized that the poverty of these communities is because of the fact that they have
no right to manage forest resources (Li, 2000, 2001; Liang and Kuwahara, 2007; Suebu,
2006). Therefore in order to eradicate poverty, these poor communities should be given
a platform where they can benefit from forest for economic improvement. In addition it
has been recognized that ecologically traditional practices conducted by these
communities can conserve biodiversity (White and Martin, 2002). Thirdly, there is a
growing recognition that government and private sector have not been good stewards of
public forests (White and Martin, 2002:3). Some instances suggest that customary
communities can be ideal guardians of public forest (Morgan, 2004; UN, 2007). In
addition to those above considerations, there is evidence as well to the contrary that
adoption of customary community rights issue over forest and land by the state
particularly in the developing world is influenced by international efforts (White and
Martin, 2002).
To customary communities forest is an essential part of life. Forest provides plants,
wildlife, firewood, fresh water, lands for agriculture activities, habitat for plants and
wildlife, a place for exercising cultural activities, etc. The relation between people and
forest as well as within people with regard to access and responsibilities upon forest has
been developed since years ago which is rooted in a kind of customary law. This not
codified in legal document. However, it is embedded in day to day life and derived from
generation to generation. In fact, the ways in which customary communities interact with
forest is regulated by customary law and forest is their own property, as in the case of
forest ownership in Papua.
Papua is the easternmost island of Indonesia which has a huge area of forest i.e.
40.487.130, 09 ha (Dinas Kehutanan, 2009). Approximately 95% of total land in Papua
is covered by forest, and around 30% of this forest is Indonesia’s remaining forest (Dinas
Kehutanan, 2009). This forest is an important natural resource by which the Papua
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government reckoned upon for financing development activities. Similarly, this forest is
also an important resource for customary communities who reside surrounding.
According the Basic Law and the Forestry Act, forest in Papua (Indonesia, in
general) is owned by government. Reflecting on the past forest management in Papua,
huge areas of forest were delegated to private sectors in the form of forest concessions
while customary communities only owned small portions. This is ironic because de facto
Papua forest belongs to customary communities which consist of approximately 57
ethnics (Suebu, 2006; Tokede, et al, 2005). For these people, forest is an essential part
of life considering many of them live as forest dwellers and forest dependents. Access
and responsibilities to forest resource have been developed since years ago and
regulated by customary law. Hence, activities such as cutting trees, hunting, collecting
firewood and plants, are legal in the sense that the right to directly interact with forest
has been acknowledged by the customary law. In addition, most customary communities
are still live under the poverty line (Mampioper, 2008). The level of rural poverty of
Papuan is the highest in Indonesia, estimated 60% (Suebu, 2006; Mampioper, 2008).
Even though, the forestry sector itself contributes to the second largest revenue for the
Papua province after mining sector (Suebu, 2006).
In line with political reform in Indonesia, forest management in Papua has shifted
by giving a space for customary communities. In response to this change, the
government of Papua initiated the IPKMA-kopermas policy which is further derived in a
small-scale logging permit, better known as the IPKMA permit by which customary
communities is given a chance to engage in forest management. This permit can be
applied by customary communities who are legally acknowledged by Indonesian laws.
This implies that the existence of customary communities/ a group of customary
communities have to be accommodated in a legal economic organization i.e. community
cooperative called kopermas (stand for koperasi peran serta masyarakat), through which
customary communities are facilitated to apply for the IPKMA permit in order to involve in
forest management (Tokede, et al. 2005).
Implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy during the period of 2002 – 2004 is
positively responded by customary communities. Most instances showed that customary
communities which were accommodated in community cooperative (kopermas) were
involved in forest management. However, involvement of these communities (kopermas)
was highly depended on business partner. As it is known that investment in forestry
requires not only financial resource but also adequate skills and technologies, in practice
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kopermas and customary communities who are resource-poor have to depend on
business partners (e.g. big forest concession holders) which hold those resources. In the
middle of the implementation process of the IPKMA-kopermas many criticisms were
raised by societies due to negative impacts on the life of customary communities and
environment. As a result the IPKMA-kopermas policy further was terminated in the late of
2004.
In spite of not really successful in the end, the implementation of the IPKMAkopermas policy has indicated commitment of the Papua government to facilitate
customary communities in forest management. It is the first means by which customary
communities could directly benefit from forest management (Patay, 2005; Tokede, et al.
2005).
Realizing the facts that Papua forest is an important resource for customary
communities and that forest management in the past implementation of the IPKMAkopermas policy do not really benefit for customary communities, the new Governor of
Papua has incorporated, again, customary community rights upon forest and land in the
new policy “from forest for death to forest for live” (FDFL) in August 2006. This policy
emphasizes on returning forest ownership right to customary communities and
sustainable forest management that should benefits for customary communities.
Currently the local government of Papua, NGOs, and experts are still working to develop
legal frameworks to facilitate customary community involvement in forest management.
Carbon trade (and or REDD), community logging, and community-based forest
management are several instruments which have been developed by the Local
Government.
The FDFL policy indeed has revealed a strong commitment and political will of the
Government of Papua as regards customary community rights over forest and lands.
However, to ensure effective implementation of the FDFL policy, it is important to
develop adequate measures/ instruments which also suit the existing condition. More
importantly is that the measures should be able to support and protect customary
communities in forest management. Effective policy implementation depends on many
factors including adequate policy formulation, resources availability, strong commitment
of local government, and so forth as highlighted by the scholars such as Presman and
Wildavsky, Sabatier and Mazmanian, Lipsky, etc.
Lessons learned from the IPKMA-kopermas policy, better known as a tool that
accommodates customary community rights in the past forest management, will provide
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a useful insight in developing adequate policy designation and its instruments for future
implementation of the new forest policy namely the FDFL in Papua, which also
emphasizes the urgent need to returning forest ownership right for customary
communities. Thus the research will focus on investigating factors that contributed to the
failure or success of the IPKMA-kopermas policy and the extent to which those factors
are taken into account under current forest policy. This will provide an example of
analysis of the potential future of the new law.
1.6. Objective
The research aims to contribute to a better understanding of customary community
right policy in Papua forest policy by investigating factors contributing to the failure or the
success of the IPKMA-kopermas policy and the extent to which these factors are being
taken into account in the development of the FDFL policy in Papua.
1.7. Research Questions
The following research questions are to be addressed in order to realize this
research.
1. Which factors have contributed to the failure or the success of customary
community right policy and specifically in IPKMA kopermas policy in the period
2002 – 2004?
2. How have these factors play a role in the development process of the FDFL policy
in Papua?
3. What has been learnt? What type of learning occurrs? What kind of learning is
most important?
4. What are the opportunities and challenges for the future implementation of the new
customary community right policy under the FDFL policy in Papua?

1.8. Report Structure
The report is organized into seven chapters. Chapter 1 describes the theoretical
background and the specific issues underlying the concern of the study. The theoretical
framework is elaborated in chapter 2. In this chapter, policy implementation theory
notably the six factors contributing to effective policy implementation and policy learning
theory that have been used to analyze the case, are presented. Chapter 3 addresses the
methodology to carry out the study. This chapter illuminates characteristic of the study
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coupled with research strategy methodology including data collection and analysis.
In the fourth chapter, research findings related to the research question number
one are presented. This chapter describes the six factors for effective implementation
reflected from the implementation process of the IPKMA-kopermas policy. Related to
the research question number 2, chapter 5 elaborates the similar factors identified in the
development process of the FDFL policy.
The sixth chapter presents the analysis of the research findings in order to answer
the research question number 3. Comparison of the six factors for effective
implementation and policy learning identified in both policies are discussed. The last
chapter i.e. chapter 7 presents some conclusions by which answer of the research
questions as well as reflection on the theory and methodology is presented. This
chapter further elaborates some recommendations.
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II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
2.1. Introduction
Studies on policy processes generally cover policy stages such as policy
development and decision making, policy implementation and policy evaluation. These
stages have been become a subject of research activities worldwide.

A number of

reasons concerning the importance of this issue have motivated many scholars to
develop theories, models and or approaches for analyzing policy processes.
As it is known, the study will be focused on implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas
policy and development process of the FDF policy in Papua. More specifically is factors
contributing to the failure of the IPKMA-kopermas policy and how these factors play a
role in the designation of the FDFL policy in Papua. Basically, it will be a kind of an
evaluation of policy implementation in terms of what had happened in the past and what
is and/ or will be applied nowadays and in the future. Explicitly, the research is about
policy implementation and policy learning. Therefore to carry out this research, I will
elaborate those concepts and specifically factors contributing to effective implementation.
2.2. Overview of Implementation Theory
One of the crucial aspects in understanding policy processes is policy
implementation. Study on implementation is a study about change; how change may be
induced and occurs (Parsons, 1995). O’Toole (2000) defined policy implementation as
what develops between the establishment of an apparent intention on the part of
government to do something, or to stop doing something, and the ultimate impact in the
world of action. Implementation is also defined as the process where a policy is
translated into action.

The action is achieved by various dynamic effects, such as

decision making, communication, bargaining, negotiation, and even conflict (Schofield,
2001). Hence, implementation is a single word with a complex process. To be able to
understand this process, many theories have been formulated and applied.
In general, there are three theoretical schools emerged in studying policy
implementation i.e. top-down theory, bottom-up theory and hybrid theory (Pulzl and Treib,
2007).
2.2.1 Top-down theory
The top down theory first was introduced by the work of Presmand and Wildazsky
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(1973) as cited by Pulzl and Treib (2007); Parsons (1995), who base their theory on the
idea that policy objective is made by central policy makers. Further, they discuss that
Implementation is an interaction between the setting of goals and action geared to
achieve them. Therefore it requires clear bureaucratic procedures to enable
implementing agencies to execute the policy to reach its objectives. Following Presmand
and Wildavsky, van Meter and van Horn (1975) promoted another theory focusing on
whether implementation outcomes correspond with the initial policy objectives, by which
they recommend six variables that shape relationship between policy and performance in
their model (Pulzl and Treib, 2007). In addition, Bardach (1977) cited by Pulzl and Treib,
2007); Parsons (1995) stresses that implementation is a political game in which
bargaining, persuasion and maneuvering under uncertainty take place. He emphasizes
that successful implementation can be achieved if policy makers succeed in
implementation game.
As noted by Pulzl and Treib (2007); Parsons (1995), another important move was
made by Sabatier and Mazmanian (1979, 1980, and 1983) when they establish effective
implementation

theory

through

which

they

indicate

six

criteria

for

effective

implementation. They argue that effective implementation can be reached through
adequate program design and clever structuration of the implementation process.
Furthermore, Parson (1995) assumes that there is a direct causal link between policy
and observed outcome and he also tends to disregard the impact of policy implementers
on policy delivery (Parsons, 1995).
Basically, the core argument of the top down theory is that policy implementation
starts with a decision made by policy makers. Thus it emphasizes the significant role of
government and legislative actors in pursuit of predetermined policy objective (Schofield,
2001). This approach tends to follow the rational theory and a linear process. However,
top down approach has received many criticisms. It does not pay attention to street-level
bureaucrats as highlighted by Lipsky, the messiness of policy making, behavioral
complexity, goal ambiguity and contradiction (Schofield, 2001).
2.2.2. Bottom-up theory
In contrary to the top-down, the bottom-up theory was established. The idea behind
it is that political outcomes cannot be explained only by relating them to original policy
objectives and therefore the valid causal link proposed by top-down scholar was
debatable (Pulzl and Treib, 2007).

More importantly is the recognition of policy
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deliverers or street level bureaucrats that play crucial roles in shaping policy
implementation. Therefore study on policy implementation is started from the bottom by
identifying the networks of actors involved in actual policy delivery (Pulzl and Treib, 2007;
Urwin and Jordan, 2007; Parsons, 1995).
Initially, the bottom up theory was introduced by Lipsky (1971, 1980) when arguing
that policy analyst should consider the direct interaction between policy implementers i.e.
street level bureaucrats and citizens (Pulzl and Treib, 2007). Lipsky’s work indicates that
successful implementation of a policy was not only depending on a hierarchical chain of
command and well-defined policy but also on organizations that have human and
organizational limitations (Parsons, 1995). Afterwards, Elmore (1980, 1985) suggested
that study on implementation should be started with a specific policy problem and then
examine the action of local agencies to solve the problem (Parsons, 1995). Moreover,
Hjern, Porter and Hull point out the importance to admit the multi-actor and interorganizational characters of policy delivery. Therefore they suggest that analysis should
start by identifying all networks of actors involved in implementation and then examining
the ways by which the actors try to deal with their problem (Pulzl and Treib, 2007).
Principally, the bottom up approach focuses more on policy implementers (street
level bureaucrats), nature of problem and network between actors involved. However,
the bottom up approach has also been criticized for its failure in recognizing the role of
central actor as highlighted by top down approach (Schofield, 2001).
2.3. Factors Complicating and Enabling Effective Policy Implementation
Hybrid theory emerges as a response to debate between top-down and bottom-up
approaches hence it is designed to incorporate and/ or to bridge both sides of
approaches. According to Pulzl and Treib (2007) the idea of policy network introduced
by Sharp (1978) is the first concept developed under hybrid theory which emphasizes
the process of coordination and collaboration amongst separate but mutually dependent
actors. The important movement is also made by the scholars Wildavsky and Majone
(1978) who introduced implementation as an evolutionary process meaning that
programs are constantly reshaped and redefined by central policy makers, and also
Wildazsky with Browne (1984, 1987) who conclude the concepts of implementation as
mutual adaptation and exploration, respectively (Parsons, 1995).
Thereafter is advocacy coalition framework, the model expanded by Sabatier
(1986a) and Jenkins-Smith (1993) which highlights policy change, policy system and
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belief system (Schofield, 2001; Parsons, 1995). As noted by Pulzl and Treib (2007), the
starting point of analysis of advocacy coalition framework is policy problem then
continues with reconstructing the strategy of relevant actors in solving the problem.
Added to this, it emphasizes the role of policy learning and recognizes the importance of
extraneous social and economic conditions.

Goggin et al. (1990) confirm that in

implementation process, policy implementers are political actors in their own right and
that the outcome of this endeavor entailed complicated negotiation process between
implementers and central authorities (Pulzl and Treib, 2007). Another interesting model
which also focuses on actors is the model developed by Nakamura and Smallwood
(1980) as noted by Schofield (2001). Their typology groups of actors include formulators,
implementers and evaluators, where all of whom are linked to each other in terms of
delegation, discretion, bureaucracy, technocracy and bargaining.
Wide spread viewpoints of those hybrid theory scholars point out that effective
policy implementation require conditions as emphasized by both top down theory and
bottom up theory. Thus, one might expect that implementation will be effective if those
conditions are met in practice.
In relation to effective implementation, the terms ‘effective’ can be defined as the
extent to which expectations have been justified or initial objectives have been achieved
(Hunter and Marks, 2002; Vilpisaukas and Nacrosis, 2002). Following Presman and
Widalzsky, implementation is the process of interaction between objectives and actions
implementing them (Parson, 1995). Thus effective implementation refers to the
achievement of policy outcomes as indicated in initial (intended) policy objective. In other
words, effective implementation occurs when policy outcomes meet the intended policy
objectives, which indicates a successful implementation.
However, it is recognized that in many cases there have been problems associated
with implementation which result in unattainable policy objectives and or policy failure.
These problems are considered to be connected with bad execution, bad policy and or
bad lack (Hunter and Marks, 2002). Gunn (1978) identified 10 reasons why
implementation is so difficult (Parson, 1995; Hunter and Marks, 2002):
1. the circumstances external to the implementing agency impose crippling constraints
2. adequate time and sufficient resources are not made available to the program or
policy
3. the required combination of resources is not available
4. the policy to be implemented is not based on a valid theory of cause and effect
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5. the relationship between cause and effect is indirect and there are multiple
intervening links
6. dependency relationships are multiple
7. there is poor understanding of, and disagreement on, objectives
8. tasks are not fully specified in correct sequence
9. there is imperfect communication and co-ordination
10. those in authority are unable to demand or obtain perfect or total compliance.
The difficulties in policy implementation have been inspired many scholars to
develop numerous explanations including theories and or criteria for studying policy
implementation, that focus on the nature of social problems, the design of policy, the
government system and organizational arrangement and the will or capacity of the
people who implementing policy (Spillane et al., 2002). Studying policy implementation
generally is carried out using the top down approach (policy maker’s perspectives) and
or bottom up approach (policy implementer’s perspectives) which is obviously done on
the basis of particular criteria.
Among many theories or models developed to studying policy implementation,
Sabatier and Mazmanian’s model is assumed to be one of the most developed yet
applicable models (Parson, 1995; McIntyre and Kyle, 2006). More importantly is that the
model have synthesized the idea of both top down and bottom up models into six criteria
and or conditions that attempt to illustrate effective implementation of legally stated
policy objective (Parson, 1995), i.e.
1. Clear and consistent policy objectives
Sabatier and Mazmanian (1983) emphasize the importance of clear and consistent
policy objective which can serve as an indispensable aid in program evaluation, as
unambiguous directives to guide implementing officials and as a resource available to
supporters of those objectives. In addition they argue that it is also important to clearly
address expected result and priorities of policy objective to implementing agency so that
they can fully aware about what should be done to reach intended policy outcomes.
These issues are also supported by the other scholars such as Gun, Presman and
Wildavsky, Longest (1998) as cited by Friedman (2003), etc. Moreover, consistency of
policies with the system where policies operate is more likely to be effectively
implemented than those are not.
Policy objectives which are ambiguous can potentially allowed for broad
interpretation or misunderstanding and may result in policy’s failure. This are important to
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be taken into account because in many cases policy objectives are formulated
ambiguous in terms of its goals and means as identified by Matland, which potentially
can lead to failure of implementation because implementing agencies are uncertain of
their roles and responsibilities that have to be executed to reach the goals (Cohen et al.
2005).
2. Adequate causal theory (cause and effect)
There should be an adequate causal theory that underlies such a policy. As noted
before that implementation is a process about change therefore it requires adequate
causal (cause and effect) theory to ensure that the policy has an accurate theory of how
to bring about change (Parson, 1995) or what factors will bring about changes. Indeed,
the causal theory plays an important role to links measures and objective of policy
implementation (Vilpisaukas and Nacrosis, 2002). The link between measures and
objective, it is argued, is crucial to be understood by those involved in implementation
process in order to be effectively implemented. This implies adequate and intensive
communication and consultation so that the policy implementation will make sense to
everybody. Furthermore, the causal theory may depend on social, economic and cultural
environment as well as prevailing ideology (Vilpisaukas and Nacrosis, 2002).
In this study I look for (initial) assumptions which underlie the IPKMA-Kopermas
policy and the FDFL policy and compare with what is being experienced by
implementers.
3. Implementation structures that are legally structured so as to enhance the
compliance of those charged with implementing the policy and of those groups who
are target of the policy.
The legal-institutional structure of implementation that clearly address the process
of coordination, monitoring/accountability, and take into account learning opportunities as
well as feedback (Vilpisaukas and Nacrosis, 2002) is essentially needed because it
structure the way how policy makers, implementing agents, interested groups behave
and relate in implementation process (Spillane et al. 2002). In addition, the legal
implementation structure may enable interested parties outside the agencies to
participate in the implementation, thus possibly providing support, funding, and continued
interest when interest wanes (McIntyre and Kyle, 2006).
It is important to note that policy failure may occur because of lacking consideration
on how policy should be legally structured and organized in government system. Policy
execution often requires difficult change in stakeholder coalitions, shift in the structures
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and rules of implementing agencies, and emergence of new patterns of interaction
(Crosby, 1996). Moreover, the involvement of multiple actors in different stages or levels
of policy execution requires proper communication and coordination (Sabatier and
Mazmanian, 1983; Hood (1976), Carter et al. (1984) cited by Parson, 1995), which
obviously has direct relation with effective policy implementation. Lack of coordination
amongst actors may lead to inconsistent and incoherent policies as well as difficulty in
policy implementation even policy failure (Spiller et al, 2003; Gun, 1978 cited by Parson,
1995).
4. Committed and skillful implementer who apply themselves to using their discretion so
as to realize policy objectives.
As known, the attention about policy implementers raised by the bottom up
scholars is also incorporated by Sabatier and Mazmanian in their criteria. The
discretionary power of implementers, for instance is useful in adapting policies with local
circumstance which indeed important to be taken into account. Committed and skillful
implementers who actively engage in implementation process using their discretion and
capabilities, for instance by developing required network among them, providing required
resources (money, time, measures, etc) to realize policy objectives. Skilled and capable
implementing agency would guarantee successful policy outcomes (Torenvlied and
Thomson, 2003; Ingram and Schneider (1990) cited by Mischen and Sinclair, 2007).
Subsequently, Pullen (1989) argues that conscious and careful management of the
human resource appears to be generally more important than technical considerations.
Added to this is strong leadership overrode negative effect, for instance lack of resources
(Pullen, 1989).
On one hand the policies that are prone to be implemented are those that suit
agenda of implementing agents and or policy implementers, while those that do not fit
are likely to be opposed or modified. On the other hand, they also argue that in some
cases implementing agents are lack of the knowledge, skills, personnel, finances and
other resources that are needed to support effective implementation (Spillane et al.
2002).
5. Support of interest groups and sovereign in the executive and legislature
This includes support from interest group, society, media, implementing
institution/agency, and other related actors. As Sabatier and Mazmanian (1981) point out
that the sovereign of an implementing agency are those institutions which control its
legal and financial resources. Support may be in the forms of technical advice, funding
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(finance), etc that are required to pursuit of policy outcomes. In addition it also may in
turn depend on the distribution of resources, relevant behavioral change (adaptation
pressure) and the prevailing ideas (policy paradigm) held by interest groups (Vilpisaukas
and Nacrosis, 2002).
6. Change in social economic that do not undermine the support of groups and
sovereign or subvert the causal theory underpinning the policy
Changes in social, economic and political context as well as the variation among
them tend to affect opportunities for implementing decision adopted earlier and executing
the policy (Vilpisaukas and Nacrosis, 2002; Naka, et al. 2000).
As this research focuses on the development of customary community right policy
in Papua, relevant implementation perspectives will be selected in order to be used as
conceptual framework for studying the issue. De facto, forest policy in Papua, even
Indonesia especially customary community right policy is structurally formulated from the
central or regional level to the local level. The government and policy makers hold
prerogative in policy making and policy implementation. Hence, it is assumed that the top
down perspective cannot be discarded. Nevertheless, attention is also given to the
bottom up perspective due to notion that effective implementation is also determined by
policy implementers in the ground level.
Hence, to frame the effective implementation criteria for discussion of this research
I rely on the criteria offered by Sabatier and Mazmanian as described above. These
criteria will be used as a yardstick to carry out research on development of customary
community right policy in Papua due to following consideration:
•

First, the criteria synthesize the idea of both top down and bottom up models that
provide useful insight for assessing the past experience, current development as well
as required condition and predicting outcomes with regard to effective policy
implementation.

•

Second, the criteria also provide useful vehicles to do research and contribute to
scientific discussion.

•

Finally, the criteria are considered suit the local condition where policy designation
especially the cases of kopermas and the new customary community right policy in
Papua are determined by government (central, regional and local), and this policy
emerge as the political will of the current government to do something differently.
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In order to enrich discussion of the research finding as regard those factors
contributing to effective policy implementation, I will apply interpretative approach.
According to Yanow (1996) an interpretative policy approach to policy analysis focuses
on the meaning of the policies, on the values, feelings and / or belief which they express,
and on the process by which those meaning are communicated to and read by various
audiences. Moreover, in analyzing public policy or the actions of organizational
implementers, the approach focuses on policy and/ or organizational artifacts as the
concrete symbols representing policy and organizational values, beliefs and feelings.
In relation to problem in policy analysis, the interpretative approach does not take
the factual essence of problems as its main point, but it shows that multiple and
sometimes ambiguous and conflicting meaning, as well as a variety of interpretation,
coexist in parallel (Puzl and Treib, 2007).
In this study, interpretative policy approach is adopted because it is assumed
adaptable with research case and condition. More importantly is that it can enable one to
make an in-depth assessment by presenting various interpretations emerged with regard
to six factors contributing to effective policy implementation.
2.4. Learning in Policy Implementation
According to free online dictionary learning is the act, process or experience of
gaining knowledge or skills. Thus learning can be viewed as a process of producing
knowledge by experience (learning by doing and using), observation of others (learning
by observing), systematic study (learning by studying/learning), and interaction (leaning
by interacting) (Kemp and Weehuizen, 2005). Improving implementation through policy
learning occurs indirect in the form of increasing capacity to understand, adapt, process
and manage information (Flynn and Kroger, 2003) which is subsequently produced the
knowledge. The knowledge provided through policy learning may change belief system
as well as behavior systems of actors involved and may contribute to policy change in
the forms of improving policy making and or policy implementation. Thus policy learning
is a means to improve policy implementation which aimed at encouraging unspecified
institutional changes that allow for greater adaptation and flexibility (Hall, 1993), and
facilitating institution to changes the values, beliefs, preferences and priorities of
implementers and target groups (Flynn and Kroger, 2003).
Policy learning is widely applied in the terms of organizational learning, individual
learning, social learning, etc. In general, organizational as well as individual learning
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refers to social groups of individual within with learning occurs and institutional forms that
control the resulting lessons, while social learning is recognized as a collective learning
that extend individual decision making and the actors share values, belief system, norms,
responsibilities, etc. that govern their behavior (Kemp and Weehuizen, 2005;
Siebenhuner and Suplie, 2004).
Policy-oriented learning introduced by Sabatier (1988) includes success and
content herein learning supports efficiency, effectiveness and successful implementation
of policy (Knapp, 2004). Sabatier (1988) defines policy oriented learning as
follows: ”relatively enduring alterations of thought or behavioral intentions which result
from experience and which are concerned with the attainment (or revision) of policy
objectives”. Obviously, the concept of policy learning has a significant role in changing
the thinking of actors involved. In addition, it provides a useful insight to policy evaluation
which further contributes to policy making and or policy implementation. However,
Chapman (2002) as noted by Kemp and Weehuizen (2005) argues that there are some
obstacles in policy learning. These factors are at the same time factors that complicate
implementation of policies, i.e.
•

An aversion to failure, exacerbated by the political process which uses failure to
score points rather than learn lessons

•

The pressure of uniformity in public services

•

Shared assumptions between civil servants and ministers that command and control
is the correct way to exercise power

•

Lack of evaluation of previous policies

•

Lack of time to do anything other than copes with events.

•

A tradition of secrecy used to stifle feedback and learning.

•

The dominance of turf wars and negotiations between departments, effectively

•

Making end-user performance secondary to other considerations.

•

The loss of professional integrity and autonomy under the knife of efficiency in policy
making, and resistance and protection of vested interests by some professional and
intermediary bodies.

On the other hand, policy learning may be triggered by factors such as change in
external factor outside policy sub system, change government coalition (Sabatier, 1988),
crises and shock event (Haas, 1992 and Zariadis, 1999 as cited by Gosum, et al. 2008).
From the broad views of policy learning, Kemp and Weeihuzen (2005) group it into
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three types:
•

Technical learning i.e. learning about instruments that may be improved to achieve
set goals (Kemp and Weehuizen, 2005). In addition, Hall (1988) applied instrumental
learning in which he stated that learning is a deliberate attempt to adjust the goals or
techniques of policy in the light of the consequences of past policy and new
information so as to better attain the ultimate objects of governance (Bennet and
Howlet, 1992).

•

Conceptual learning is about goals and perspectives. It tends to be accompanied
with the development or adoption of new concepts, principle and images.

•

Social learning i.e. learning about values, norms, responsibilities, etc. and the
framing of issues in terms of causes and effects selected for attention (Clark as cited
by Kemp and Weehuizen, 2005).
Kempt and Weehuizen (2002) further argue that technical learning or instrumental

learning is categorized as single-loop learning, while conceptual learning and social
learning are categorized as double-loop learning. In addition, the dividing line between
conceptual and social learning is not always clear.
2.4.1. Single loop learning and double loop learning
Single loop learning and double loop learning concepts were introduced by Argyris
and Schon (Argyris, 1976; Greenwood, 1998). These concepts are built upon the notion
that the failure of theory-in-use (underlying theory of a policy) in reaching the desired
outcomes might trigger two types of policy learning, namely single loop learning and
double learning. Single loop-learning is a process by which one learns, through trial and
error, to make incremental adjustments to one's actions, continually bringing them back
into conformity with a certain norm (Dinnini, 2008). This type of learning occurs when
people search for other means to achieve the same outcomes (Greenwood, 1998).
Single loop learning does not question the existing governing variables or fundamental
designs, goals and activities (Argyris, 1976). On the contrary it operationalized them by
looking for alternative strategy that will address and work within the governing variables
(Smith, 2001). What has not worked in the past will be a basic consideration to search
for alternative instruments and or actions which can lead to small changes in behavior,
specific practices in order to achieve the same outcomes without changing the
fundamental aspects. These small changes indicate that learning occurs, and in that
case, learning is also known as technical learning or instrumental learning which is quite
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often based on experience and evaluation (Kempt and Weehuizen, 2002). Thus,
technical learning is within realm of single loop learning.
In double loop learning, the fundamental aspects, goals and activities can be
questioned. Reflection of values and norms occurs to search for alternative actions,
appropriateness and propriety of the desired outcomes (Greenwood, 1998). This type of
learning allows rethinking that may lead to changes of governing variables and or the
fundamental aspects and finally alternation of the theory-in-use (Argyris, 1976,
Greenwood, 1998; Kemp and Weehuizen, 2005). The changes may occur as a result of
conceptual learning by which development or adoption of new concepts and or principle
applied by policy makers. In addition, there is evidence as well that those changes take
place as a result of social learning or collective learning thus they can be categorized as
double loop learning (Kempt and Weehuizen, 2002).
Both two types of learning, single loop and double loop learning, are considered to
be an essential aspect needed to improve implementation although their relation is
indirect. Single loop and double loop learning indeed play a crucial role in shaping actors’
knowledge and helping them in improving implementation of public policy. Thus their
effect on the development of policy making and implementation are important to be
investigated.
It is argued that policy learning, namely single loop and double loop learning is also
taking place on the development of the customary community rights policy in Papua.
This is based on the fact that the first customary community right policy i.e. the IPKMAkopermas policy which was implemented in the period 2002 – 2004 has terminated by
the local government. Currently, the Papua government is working in the development of
the FDFL policy which also stresses on customary community right issues. Thus it may
be the case that policy learning occurred in this kind of situation as Bennet and Howlett
(1992) noted that state actors can learn from the experience and modify the present
action on the basis of their interpretation of how previous actions have fared in the past.
In this research, both types of policy learning are considered to be essential
aspects contributing to improve policy implementation. More importantly, policy learning,
it is argued, plays an important role in encouraging policy changes with regard to
development of customary community right issue on the Papua Forest Policy. Therefore
both types of learning will be explored through procedural laws because they show the
effect of policy learning (Flynn and Kroger, 2003), related documents and interview
transcripts. In addition to those above, policy learning will be investigated by conducting
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comparative analysis by which the policy changes in terms of instruments (techniques),
concepts, and values might be identified.
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III.

METHODOLOGY

3.1. Characteristic of the Thesis Work
The research has used a qualitative case study approach. According to Yin (1984)
a case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within
its real-life context, when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not
clearly evident and in which multiple sources of evidence are used. The case study is
selected as a research strategy because it enables one to understand system, process,
etc., by focusing on one or two selective issues or phenomena and by allowing
triangulation of data sources, methods, investigators, even theories (Tellis, 1997; Yin,
1984). Triangulation in data collection enables the researcher to develop a multiperspectives analysis in a case study approach (Tellis, 1997). The perspectives revealed
from the actors, related group of actors and interactions between them, documents, as
well as other data sources, are considered in the analysis.
The case study is a research approach that gives great attention on establishing
meaning rather than location (Tellis, 1997). It focuses more on examining the information
gathered

to

better

issue/phenomena/case.

understanding

and

interpretation

of

the

specific

Eventually this will be applied to draw a theory generation

which is closely related to the reality (Tellis, 1997).
The case study approach was applied in order to gain knowledge and better
understanding of the development of customary community right policy within Papua’s
Forest Policy over time, specifically in the implementation process of the IPKMAkopermas policy during the period of 2002 – 2004 and the on-going development
process of the FDFL policy since 2006.

Application of a case study approach is

considered appropriate to better understanding the development of customary
community right policy within Papua’s Forest Policy.
The case in this research is a kind of a longitudinal case study which consists of
two nested cases i.e.
 Nested case 1. The implementation process of the IPKMA-kopermas policy by which
six factors contributing to effective policy implementation would be investigated. As
mentioned in the previous chapter that the IPKMA-kopermas policy has terminated in
2004. Therefore the analysis would be based on related documents such as report,
article, etc., and interview with related actors including government officers, business
partners, experts, retired founders and employees of kopermas.
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 Nested case 2. The on-going development process of the FDFL policy in Papua, by
which the role of those six factors contributing to effective implementation would be
further, investigated. It is expected that the development of the FDFL policy will take
into account factors that contributed to the failure of the IPKMA-kopermas policy
during the period 2002 – 2004.

Figure 1 Map of Papua

3.2.

Data Collection
To be able to answer the research questions, the following methods for data

collection were applied as displayed in Table 1.
Table 1 Research question and Method for data collection
Method of data collection

Sources

1

No

Which factors have contributed to the failure or the success
of customary community right policy specifically in the
IPKMA - kopermas policy in the period 2002 – 2004?

Research Question

1.Semistructured interview
2.Document analysis

Actors
Texts

2

How have these factors play a role in the development of
the FDFL policy in Papua?

1.Semistructured interview
2.Document analysis

Actors
Texts

3

What has been learned? What type of learning occurs?
What type of learning is most important?

1. Document analysis
2. Comparative analysis

Texts

4

What are the opportunities and challenges for the 1. Comparative analysis
implementation of customary community right in Papua?

texts
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3.2.1. Document analysis
In order to provide background information and enriching required information,
various forms of written materials including government report, CIFOR and WWF
publications, university publications, press releases, newspaper stories, movies, which
are related to the issue about implementation of IPKMA-kopermas in the period of 2002
– 2004 as well as the development process the FDFL policy, were collected. These
sources of data were be analyzed to answer the research question.
3.2.2. Interview
To obtain information related the research questions, semi-structured interviews
were performed. The application of interview allows the researcher to dig more
information about the issues and for probing. Recruitment of interviewees followed
snowball sampling. Interviewees were informed beforehand by sending letters which
provided information about the purpose of the research. Each interview was guided by a
questionnaire and conducted individually with time spent approximately 1 hour for each
interviewee. With the permission of participants, interview was recorded using a voice
recorder.
In total, approximately thirty four participants from different institutions were
interviewed (see Appendix 1). This included representations from forestry bureau,
kopermas founders/staffs, Papuan tribe’s headman, Papua University, Samdana Institute,
WWF Papua Region, Papuan People’s Parliament (DPR), Papuan People’s Council
(MRP), forest concession holders (HPH), Forestry Ministry Bureau, Papuan Custom
Board (DAP), and PPMA. Twenty four respondents were interviewed for the first case
and twenty two respondents for the second case. Some of the respondent were
interviewed twice specifically forestry bureau staff, IPKMA-kopermas founders and
experts.
In line with qualitative research, interview applied open discussion which did not
strictly stick on specific sets of questions. Respondent were asked to discus (1)
emergence of the IPKMA-kopermas policy, (2) the six factors for effective
implementation revealed in the implementation process of the IPKMA-kopermas policy,
(3) emergence of the FDFL policy, (4) the six factors identified in the development
process of the FDFL policy
During fieldwork I encountered some challenges such as difficulty to meet
government officials, customary community, and to access data from government,
interview in the nighttime, long journey to the village to meet respondents and of course
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high transportation cost. However, generally interview was performed without any
significant disturbance.

3.3. Data Analysis
According to Pope, et al. (2000), Thorne (2000), data analysis is the most complex
stage in qualitative research. Qualitative analysis is illustrated as the process of
systematically searching and arranging the interview transcripts, field-notes and other
accumulated materials to increase your understanding of them (Bokdan and Biklen,
1992:35). In short, data analysis in qualitative research means search for the patterns
and or the meaning emerged from all collected data by using technique coding and
memoing.
Coding is the analytic process by which the researcher organizes data into themes
and or categories to summarize data. While memoing is a systematic process of writing
down the ideas that occur during the coding process. The techniques are performed in
order to build interpretations and conclusions (Kumar, 2005; Pope, et all, 2000, Thorne,
2000) which can be conducted manually and or with the help of a computer. In light with
this, data are processed on the basis of themes, concepts or similar features.
Data collected in this study consisted of interview transcripts and written materials.
The whole story from the interview records were typed and translated into English, as a
consequence there is a chance of bias. In addition, written materials are crucial to enrich
information needed for instance to fill some gaps in the interview regarding years, facts,
etc. Data from various texts were identified, codified and categorized on the basis of
themes and or similar features to be hereinafter evaluated and interpreted. Ultimately to
develop interpretation and conclusions, all data will be condensed and reorganized on
the basis of the selected themes. The data will be analyzed accord with the conceptual
framework displayed below and presented in terms of text, tables and figures.
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Figure 2 Conceptual framework of the research
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IV.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE IPKMA KOPERMAS POLICY
In this section, the implementation process of the IPKMA – kopermas policy will be

portrayed; however this will not analyze the whole process but only take some parts of
the process which are related to the six factors contributing to effective implementation.
4.1. Clear and consistent policy objective
The IPKMA-kopermas policy was derived from two primary policies i.e. (1) Forestry
Act No. 41/1999 which stated that with regard to control of forest, government pays
attention to the right of customary community, and (2) Special Autonomy Law of Papua
Province No. 21/2001 which emphasizes that special authority is given to local
government to manage the interest of local community on the basis of aspiration and
basic rights of Papuans. From these two policies and the facts that forest management in
Papua in the past decades had no place for customary community, the IPKMA-kopermas
policy and its regulation issued and dedicated specifically to customary community in
Papua.
Table 2 Policies that underlie emergence of the IPKMA-kopermas policy
No

Policy

Policy Content
• Forestry Law – a manual for forest
management in Indonesia
• Acknowledgement of customary community
Distribution of Authority of Local and Central
government

1

UU No. 41/1999 ttg Kehutanan (Forestry Law)

2

UU No. 22 / 1999 ttg Pemerintahan Daerah
(Regional Autonomy Law)

3

Special Autonomy Law No. 21/2001

Appreciation of the rights of customary
communities in natural resource management

4

Kepmenhutbun No.317/Kpts-II/1999 (Ministerial
Decree)

Implementing
Regulation
of
Customary
Community Rights over Forest Product on
Production Forest, derived from Forestry Law

5

Kepmenhutbun No.318/Kpts-II/1999
(Ministerial Decree)

Implementing
Regulation
of
Community
Participation on Forest Management, derived
from Forestry Law

6

SK Dirjen Pengusahaan Hutan No. 199/Kpts/
VI-SET/1999 (Director General Decree)

Implementing
Guideline
of
Customary
Community Rights over Forest Product on
Production Forest

7

SK Kadinhutbun No 257 / KPTS / KWL-3.d /
2000

Minimum Diameter of Harvested Timber for
kopermas

8

SK Gubernur No.50/2001 (Governor Decree)

Standard Compensation of Timber Harvested in
Customary Forest
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9
10

Surat Gubernur No.522.2/3386/SET/2002
(Governor Decree)
SK Kadinhut Prov. No.KEP.522/1648/2002

the IPKMA-kopermas Regulation
Implementing Guideline of the IPKMA-kopermas
Regulation

In accordance with the IPKMA regulation, policy objective of the IPKMA-kopermas
policy is to create as great as possible prosperity of customary communities. This is
further elaborated more detail in the implementing guideline which states that the
objectives of the IPKMA-kopermas policy are (1) to improve prosperity of customary
communities, (2) to improve motivation and role of customary communities in conserving
forest resources and (3) to create job opportunity, chance to make an effort from forest
resources and to improve local revenue of Papua and income of customary communities.
In addition, in the Provincial Forest Agency letter (No. 522.1/537/2003) sent to the
Forestry Department, it is stated that the objective of the IPKMA- kopermas policy is to
empower and improve prosperity of customary communities. Obviously, among the
above law products different interpretations of policy objectives are found.
Different interpretations with regard to the objective of the IPKMA-kopermas policy
are also recognized from interview and literature review. On the one hand, some
interviewees perceive that the policy objective is not clear.
I do not know exactly what has to be achieved in the end. What I know is that I
am going to make money from this activity (Kopermas staff).
I think the objective of the IPKMA-kopermas policy is for empowerment and
prosperity of customary communities, but how do you know that you have
achieved them? How can you measure that? It still remains questioned? (Expert).
On the other hand, others respond that the objective of the IPKMA-kopermas policy is
clear.
The IPKMA is a tool for improving economy of customary community. It is a good
tool for customary communities to manage and benefit from their own forest
(Forestry Official – District).
I think IPKMA policy aims to provide a chance for customary community to access
forest resources and make use of them (Forestry Official – Province).
In addition, different interpretations are also found in the literature. Patay (2005)
considers that the IPKMA-kopermas policy has three objectives: (1) strengthening of
customary communities, (2) improving prosperity of customary communities and (3)
keeping sustainable forest resource. Tokede, et al. (2007:3-4) note that the IPKMAKopermas policy aimed at economic empowerment of rural communities emphasizing on
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empowerment, independence and active participation of customary institutions in forest
resource management. While Mambai, et al. (2005) emphasize that the objective of the
IPKMA-kopermas policy is to provide a chance to make use of forest for improving
economic level of customary communities.
Moreover, inconsistency as well as ambiguity of policy substances between
existing regulations is also identified in the implementation process of the IPKMAkopermas policy. Tokede, et al. (2007) argue that central government regulations on
arrangement of forest product harvesting rights by customary communities are
contradictive each other. For example, in the case of authority of issuing permits for
customary community forest management, according to Ministerial Forestry Decree No.
317/Kpts-II/1999 district’s head (bupati) holds authority to issue a permit, while in
accordance with Implementing Guideline (No.199/Kpts/IV-SET/1999) of the above
Ministerial Forestry Decree the authority is issued by provincial forestry agency with
approval of governor.
To deal with contradictory regulation, local government in Papua either regional
(province) or local (district) is likely to choose a suitable regulation that fits their goals.
As confirmed by Tokede, et al. (2005) some evidences show that district authority (e.g.
Bupati) can produce an IPKMA permit based on Ministerial Forestry Decree. On the
contrary, the Provincial Forestry Agency can issue an IPKMA permit in accord with
Implementing Guideline of Ministerial Forestry Decree. This fact shows that there is a
power struggle between province and district government as regards authority for issuing
an IPKMA permit.
The IPKMA-kopermas policy was officially terminated in the late of 2004. The
reason for termination of this policy is not clear. In the late of 2004, central government
raised a critique that further lead to termination of the IPKMA-kopermas policy.
Emergence of the IPKMA permit, it is argued, is illegal because it does not follow the
right procedure in accordance with law system applied in Indonesia. The main reason is
that no special provincial regulation produced by provincial government that underlies
the decision to issue the IPKMA permit. According to interviewees, the local government
seemed to somewhat disappointed towards central government because this issue is
raised after implementation took place for about 2 (two) years. A number of Interviewees
questioning if that is the case then it should be informed in the early implementation
process. As a matter of fact, on that time relationship between provincial government
and central government on that time was not quite well due to conflicting idea about the
IPKMA-kopermas policy. In 2005 central government terminated the ministerial decree
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No.317/Kpts-II/1999, which be a basic regulation of the IPKMA permit.
In short, the evidences presented above suggest that objective of the IPKMAkopermas policy is likely to be perceived as unclear and inconsistent. This leads to
different interpretations and has triggered power struggle between province and district
government on the one hand, conflicting idea that diminishes relationship between
province and central government on the other hand.
4.2. Adequate implementation structure
The Provincial Forestry Agency plays an important role on structuring
implementation process of the IPKMA-kopermas policy. This agency holds the authority
to develop implementing regulation and implementing guideline that structure
implementation process. At the same time, this agency performes as a major actor in
structuring implementation process in the sense of communication, coordination,
monitoring, and accountability.
According to the interview, some of implementation structure that is coordination,
monitoring and accountability are quite clearly addressed in the implementing guideline.
For example, accountability of implementing agency in the legal procedures to apply an
IPKMA permit. On the other hand, some of this implementation structure is not clearly
addressed. For instance, cooperation mechanism between a kopermas and its business
partner is not clearly addressed although the regulation recognizes involvement of
business partner the implementation process. As a result, when a dispute over, for
example, unclear shared benefit mechanism, occurs between business partner and
kopermas, forestry agency cannot intervene. This is also emphasized by Patay (2005)
that “there is no clear argumentation in the IPKMA regulation whether involvement of
business partner is on purpose to deal with lack of resources (e.g. finance) of kopermas
or other things”.
According to implementing guideline of the IPKMA-kopermas policy, Provincial
Forestry Agency conducts supervision and control of the implementation process of the
IPKMA-kopermas policy. In practice, supervising and controlling activities focus on
administrative procedures of applying and issuing an IPKMA permit.
Furthermore, District Forestry Agency is obliged to monitor the implementation
process of the IPKMA-kopermas policy and evaluate performance of kopermas and
business partner. In practice, very few monitoring and evaluating tasks were carried out
by district agency. Most of them conducted indirectly through report submitted by
kopermas and its business partner. The rarity of direct monitoring and evaluation is
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influenced by lack of required resources including finance, proper equipments,
technologies, and limited number of forestry officials compared to amount of kopermas in
a district. Another obstacle to do monitoring is that almost all kopermas have no office or
administrative building.
We can not reach the area where the logging activity takes place because
transportation cost is very high besides we have limited staff, so the monitoring is
more likely conducted through kopermas report. Not all kopermas submit the report
(Forestry Official – Province).
Monitoring the implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy is not optimal
because amount of kopermas in whole Papua is much more than number of
forestry officials, heavy geographical condition, lack of fund and infrastructure
(Expert).
To overcome poor monitoring, District Forestry Agency developed cooperation with
police agency in the form of join operation to monitor log transport and its legal aspect.
However, the operation was not intensive and conducted on indefinite time due to due to
lack of finance and human resource.
Another thing identified in the interview is conflicting idea on monitoring. Although
the Provincial Forestry Staffs are aware that monitoring of the implementation process of
the IPKMA kopermas policy is complicated because of several factors mentioned above,
they still, up to some extent, blamed district agency for poor monitoring. In contrast,
District Agency Staffs resisted provincial agency for lacking of support and unclear
implementing guideline (Tokede, et al. 2007).
…district agency is less strictly on monitoring implementation process of the
IPKMA-kopermas policy, so we (provincial forestry agency) cannot crosscheck the
information we have (Forestry Official – Province).
No specific fund provided by provincial forestry agency to support monitoring. They
come to district looking for the report that we have collected and then return without
going to the field. It is better if the money used to finance their journey is given to
us, so we can use that money to crosscheck in the field (Forestry Official
- District)
According to interviewees, poor communication and coordination is also occurred
due to lack of attempt in developing and communicating the IPKMA-kopermas policy
during the development process. As a result almost none of public agencies and non
profit organizations were involved and or consulted. The forestry officials tend to defend
their agency that this kind of situation arose because of short preparatory time of the
IPKMA-kopermas policy and lack of resources (e.g. finance) to conduct special
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occasions for developing or communicating the policy.
Honestly, we have not put much effort to prepare this policy (IPKMA…) before it
comes out and executed (Forestry Official – Province).
Coordination between forestry agency (both province and district) and kopermas
occurred through administrative aspects concerning applying IPKMA permit, monitoring
and accountability. Most of interviewees indicate that no sufficient coordination on
communicating the policy and empowering customary communities developed between
Forestry Agency and kopermas. As a result, kopermas staffs are lack of information/
knowledge and skills to actively involve in the implementation process of the IPKMAkopermas policy.
…my relatives and I agree to build a kopermas with help from Mr. JH (who
arranges everything for us) so we can get permit to sell our trees… (Customary
community).
Coordination which is done by forestry agency was only to the point of arranging
permit and not for empowerment of customary communities (Expert).
IPKMA is temporarily implemented so no assistances as well as development
activities for customary communities are conducted by forestry agency and
cooperative agency (Forestry Official – Province).
This point is also revealed by Tokede, et al. (2005, 2007) that there is no coordination
related to empowerment activity in the implementation process of the IPKMA-kopermas
policy, hence many of kopermas staffs and customary communities do not understand
legal procedures to apply an IPKMA permit. Added to this, Patay (2005) finds that almost
all of tasks either in applying an IPKMA permit or in logging activity are performed by
business partner.
Some interviewees raise a strong impression that communication and coordination
in the implementation process of the IPKMA-kopermas policy are not adequate.
I think we (forestry agency) have done our best in terms of monitoring the
implementation process of the IPKMA-kopermas policy in accord with implementing
guideline. Though, I must admit that it is not optimal (Forestry Official – Province).
Coordination between province agency and district agency is technically good but
administratively is not good because district agency is more responsible for Bupatis
than province agency (Forestry Official – Province).
In brief, the implementation process of the IPKMA-kopermas policy is more likely to be
complicated by inadequate implementing structures addressed in the legal document
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and performance of implementing agencies/officials who execute those implementation
structures. Poor communication, coordination and monitoring/accountability are due to
lack of resources including finance, necessary equipments, technologies, and also
limited quantity, capacity and commitment of implementing agency/officials. In the end,
the implementation structures have not provided adequate support and protection for
customary communities and kopermas to actively involve in the implementation process
of the IPKMA-kopermas policy. Nor have provided adequate support to implementing
agencies and business partners.
4.3. Committed and skillful implementers
According to the IPKMA-kopermas policy, implementers include forestry agency
employees both in province and district, and customary communities as target group
(legalized in the form of kopermas). The fact revealed during the implementation process
indicates that actual implementers are forestry agency (both province and district),
kopermas (up to some extend) and customary communities (in very limited extent).
Commitment of provincial forestry staffs in the implementation process of the
IPKMA-kopermas policy is problematic. Though, they confessed that they are committed
as confirmed from the interview, the facts regarding poor communication, etc., as
described in previous subsection show that their commitment is questionable. As an
illustration, an IPKMA permit can be issued by the Provincial Forestry Agency although
kopermas and its business partner did not complete all requirements even seemingly
falsified some of the requirements (Tokede, et al., 2007). This is also advocated by some
interviewees that Provincial Forestry Agency can issue an IPKMA permit even if the
contract agreement between a kopermas and business partner is not enclosed in the
permit documents.
In addition to committed implementer, skillful and experienced implementer is
required for securing implementation process. Despite the forestry officials have been
experienced to structure forest management in the past, most of them related to logging
activities carried out by big concession holders and not small scale holders such as
kopermas. The interviews suggest that very few forestry staffs utilize those experiences
in the implementation process of the IPKMA-kopermas policy.
I see that capacities of forestry agency staffs in both province and district are not
ready to encounter such situation in the implementation process of the IPKMAkopermas policy. Although we have experienced the same responsibilities in the
past forest management, those experiences do not help much (Forestry Official –
Province)
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Capacity of forestry official is very weak on developing and securing the
implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy (Expert).
During the implementation process, network developed by Forestry Agency was
only with kopermas, which occurred in a limited point that is in the process of applying
IPKMA permit (Tokede, et al, 2005, 2007; Mambai, et al, 2005; Patay, 2005). In addition,
almost none network between forestry agencies and interest groups (e.g. private sectors)
developed although private sectors do involve in the implementation process.
Engagement of private sector occurred only with kopermas and customary communities.
District Forestry Agency staffs almost experience the similar thing as those in
province. The difference between them is the fact that district authorities hold an
administrative power which is mostly determined by commitment of district leader which
tend to increase local revenue (PAD) of district. Consequently, monopoly power emerges;
particularly many IPKMA permits were issued by district authorities without consulting
with province authorities. This explains the diverse number of the IPKMA permit and
kopermas in Papua on that time. According to the Provincial Forestry Agency there were
63 IPKMA permit for 63 kopermas (Patay, 2005) but in another publication of the
Provincial Forestry Agency it states that there were 114 IPKMA permits for 114
kopermas in 2003. Lastly, data from the Provincial Forestry Agency shows that there
were 223 IPKMA permits issued to 223 kopermas during the period of 2002 - 2004
A number of interviewees perceive that participation of customary communities,
and kopermas’ staffs/ members in the implementation process of the IPKMA-kopermas
policy is problematic because they are not function as they should. They are not actively
engage in forest management either in planning or production task. In practice, very few
of them are employed as manual labor, while the majorities are not involved as
employee either in logging activities or kopermas’ management (Tokede et al., 2005;
2007; Patay, 2005). Conversely, most of them are more likely to take a part as
“spectators” who only receive compensation fee from forest management (Patay, 2005;
Mambai et al., 2005; Tokede et al., 2005; 2007).
Very few of kopermas staffs help me in the management. Others cannot work
because they are lazy and just want the money. Also they can read and write and
many of them are too old to involve in the management (Kopermas Manager).
Thus, participation of both customary communities and kopermas is more likely to be as
passive participants. The reason for this is due to lack of required resources including
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adequate skills, knowledge, experiences, finance, and necessary equipments. These
resources are mostly owned by business partners hence in some cases customary
communities and kopermas take an initiative to develop cooperation with business
partners. In contrast, other instances show that business partners are the one which took
first initiative to cooperate with customary communities (before kopermas founded) and
kopermas (Patay, 2005; Tokede, 2005; Mambay, 2005).
Interestingly, there is a tendency that customary communities are not really being
the main focus in actual implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy although they are
the target groups of the IPKMA-kopermas policy. Consistent with the implementing
guideline, customary communities can involve in the implementation process if they
become members of community cooperative (kopermas). In most cases, very few of
customary communities engage as kopermas’ staffs and or kopermas’ members (Patay,
2005; Tokede, 2005). There is evidence as well that some of kopermas are managed by
individuals from other ethnics or places that has no tenurial rights over forest which is
being harvested, because some of customary communities perceive that he/ she is more
familiar with organizational management and negotiation skills. Another reason is that
customary communities themselves are not motivated to be a kopermas’ manager or
kopermas’ staff because they feel that they do not have relevant qualifications.
In the implementation process of the IPKMA-kopermas policy, participation of
customary communities is estimated lesser than expected because whole attention
is given to kopermas. Even people from Jakarta (capital city of Indonesia) can
develop kopermas, this is indeed very strange (Forestry Official – province).
Given the above views and consideration, it can be concluded that lack of skills,
experience and commitment of policy implementers is more likely to restrict their
performance in the implementation process of the IPKMA-kopermas policy. This also
explains why implementing agency could not maximize their discretion power to
empower customary communities, for example, so as they can actively involve in the
implementation process. In the same way, participation of customary communities and
kopermas are challenged by lacking of relevant qualification, finance and necessary
equipments.
4.4. Support from interest groups
Closely associated with effective implementation is support of interest groups and
sovereign in the executive and legislature. Interest groups that involved during the
implementation process of the IPKMA-kopermas policy can be classified into two main
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categories consisting of private sector (as business partner of kopermas and customary
communities), and non profit organization (NGOs, and Universities).
Financial resources, required technologies and technical advices for establishing a
kopermas, applying permit and performing logging activities are mostly fulfilled by
business partner. Patay (2005) estimates that 75% of kopermas in Papua depends on
business partner. Business partner further may be sub divided into two groups. First is
existing big forest concession right (HPH) holders, which already hold forest concession
in Papua. Second are other investors who came from other places in Indonesia and
outside Indonesia such as Malaysia, Korea and China (Patay, 2005).
Involvement of forest concession holder (HPH) was set by law on purpose due to
the fact that some of customary forests located inside concession area of forest
concession holders. Another intention is that if customary communities on that area want
to utilize their forest they might cooperate with HPH which operate surrounding their
customary forest. At the same time, it is expected that this chance might resolve conflict
which quite often emerges between HPH holders and customary communities.
According to interviewees, concession holders (HPH) respond to this decision by
releasing concession areas which are claimed by customary communities and kopermas.
We are an implementer of government’s regulation, so we have to implement what
the government decides although it is a bit disturbing our initial planning. When
communities demand to harvest area of forest that belongs to them, we have to
fulfill their demand, if not then conflict may arise and of course this will affect our
performance (Concession Holder Staff).
Based on the data from Provincial Forestry Agency, approximately 100 kopermas have
tenurial rights over forest inside HPH’s concession area. Some of these kopermas
develop network with HPH holder as their business partners, and the rest cooperate with
other investors.
A number of interviewees agree that among business partners, forest concession
right (HPH) holder is the one with relevant qualifications that may provide support for
customary communities and kopermas. In practice support of HPH is mainly on logging
activities, and only very few activities conducted to empower customary communities
and kopermas (Patay, 2005, Tokede, 2005). For example, kopermas members are
trained to be log marker.
I think it is reasonable to not involve customary communities in logging activity
such as cutting trees, etc. I am talking about the fact that they do not have
relevant ability and experience. This can influence our performance in achieving
annual cutting. Though, we train some of them as log marker to be employed in
our company (Concession Holder Staff).
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Besides forest concession holders, implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy
has attracted a number of investors (either individual or company) in and outside
Indonesia such as Malaysia, Taiwan, China, Korea, etc. According to interviewees and
literature, these investors are involved on purpose to gain maximal benefit from logging
activities by conducting as much as possible required means although they do not have
adequate qualifications besides financial resources and market information.
In the early implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy, there are many
individual investors come; some of them bring fiddler’s money in black plastic bags
in order to persuade customary communities and kopermas (Expert).
There is evidence as well that in order to take a part in the implementation process of the
IPKMA-kopermas policy, these investors initiated several attempts for example by
approaching government officials, customary communities and kopermas with bad
practices.
They (investors) came to our village, and bring much money in plastic bags. Inside
those bags, there is a lot of money. They said that we can get many more than
those in the bags if we sell our trees (Customary Community).
Business partners take a part as an important player which determines the rules of
game in the implementation process, for example their effect on regulation. Business
partners’ pressures on regulation took place in direct and indirect manner. On the one
hand, some contracts between customary communities and business partner were
signed before a kopermas was established because customary communities had no
required resources and were not familiar with administrative procedures to arrange such
things. Added this is arrangement of administrative obligations for getting a IPKMA
permit took a long process, hence bad practices were applied by business partner to cut
the process (e.g. By providing amount of money for forestry officials, etc).
On the other hand, business partners’ pressures on regulation also occurred
indirectly with regard to wider area of concession. According to interviewees in the first
regulation draft, it states that concession area for logging activity is at a wider area of
100 ha/year based on the assumption that customary community are going to work with
simple equipments in logging activities, but customary communities complain that it is
too small and cannot give significant earnings thereupon afterward it is shifted on to be
250 ha/year. Not long after that complaint, customary communities stipulate for
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increasing concession area up to 1000 ha/year. These community demands, it is argued,
are driven by business partners (capital owner) who have proper technology (big
equipments, etc.) to perform in logging activity. A possible reason behind this is that if
the concession area small they may suffer from loses because they cannot harvest
timber as much as possible in accordance with market demands (diameter of harvested
timber should be 50 cm up based on silviculture system applied in Indonesia) due to low
potency of timber with diameter of 50 cm up. Kayoi (2003) stressed that the potency of
timber trees with diameter 50 cm up found in logged-over forest is 3 m3/ha and in unlogged forest is 15 m3/ha. As regard this issue, the Provincial Forestry Agency actually
has issued a decision by which a kopermas is allowed to harvest timber with minimum
diameter of 30 cm up although it is against Forestry Law which obliges minimum
diameter of 50 cm up. It is not clear what the reason that urges emergence of this
decision is, however, roughly assumed that it might be due to low potency of timber with
diameter of 50 cm up in customary forest (Patay, 2005).
Kopermas and customary community demands with regard to shift in concession
area for the IPKMA permit are influenced by business partner. This is obviously
seen when it is still 100 ha/yr and 250 ha/yr, hardly any investor appeared. But
when it is increased up to 1000 ha/yr, many investors come to Papua (Expert).
Widespread concerns are raised by interviewees that that business partners are
very likely to treat kopermas as objects rather than partners in the implementation
process. Kopermas is tend to be exploited as a vehicle to obtain an IPKMA permit so as
these investor can engage in the implementation process (Tokede et al., 2007). Almost
none activities conducted to motivate engagement of customary communities and
kopermas on forest management.
Surprisingly is that besides business partners, hardly any non profit group emerged
in the early stage of the implementation process during the period of 2002 – 2004. A
possible explanation is that there was very few non profit organizations based in Papua
on that time. Another reason is that local government did not developed network with
third party such as NGOs in the early stage of implementation process. Shortly, in the
middle of the implementation process (in the early of 2004) interest groups namely
NGOs and University exerted their influence in sequence through mass media and
communication with policy makers both executive or legislative (Patay, 2005; Tokede, et
al, 2007). Emergence of these groups is due to many unexpected things that occurred
during implementation process such as forest destruction, conflict among customary
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communities, kopermas and business partners. The most vocal NGO that has put much
effort in criticizing as well as raising public resistance is Telapak. Growing criticisms are
not only raised by NGOs (either local or international) and universities but also
customary communities themselves.
Since that time, the implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy has been
criticized due to following reasons. First, implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy
is assumed to be one of the factors that trigger forest destruction, illegal logging and
illegal trade (Tokede, et al., 2007). As confirmed from the interview, sustainability aspect
accommodated in the IPKMA permit is too difficult to be implemented due to short
implementation period (one year). In addition, many of harvested timbers have no legal
documents and therefore those timbers went to illegal market. Second, there is no
significant improvement on the economy and empowerment of customary communities
(Patay, 2005; Mambai et al., 2005; Tokede et al., 2005; 2007). Third, on the contrary, it is
assumed that business partners take an advantage from the weaknesses of customary
communities, kopermas and government to harvest timber as much as possible (Patay,
2005, Tokede et al.,, 2005; 2007).
The IPKMA-kopermas policy was terminated in the early of 2005 officially based on
forest agency decree number 522.1/218, January, 2005. Not long after that, this case
was conveyed to the court and the new Forestry Agency Leader (which, on that time of
implementation of IPKMA, was a co-leader of forestry agency) was arraigned. Although
in the end of the legal process he was beat the rap, this case has tracked bad
impression of forest management in Papua.
Having the above considerations, following conclusions can be drawn. Business
partner plays an important role in realizing the policy objective of the IPKMA-kopermas
policy because they hold required resources however there is no adequate support
contributed to empower kopermas members and customary communities. Even,
business partner is likely to take an advantage from the weaknesses of customary
communities

(who

are

resource-poor)

and

poor

government

control

on

the

implementation process of the IPKMA-kopermas policy. Besides, in the middle of the
implementation process other interest groups consisting of NGOs and University raised
criticisms toward the implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy because of bad
practices occurred during the implementation process. In the end, supports from interest
groups seemed useful to partly achieve the policy objectives of the IPKMA-kopermas
policy as there are no empowerment activities and sustainable forest resources.
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4.5. Change in social economic condition
There are several factors found in interview and literature that tend to have a
negative impact on the implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy in Papua. Those
factors are market demand on tropical timber, unstable political condition and
government system, and conflicts.
According to interviewees, there is an increasing demand on tropical timber in
international market during the implementation period of the IPKMA-kopermas policy
(2002-2004). Papua is well known with its richness on tropical wood species such as
Meranti species (Shorea spp.) and Merbau species (Intsia spp.). These species are sold
really cheap in local market. Meranti is sold with prizes Rp. 22.000, -/m3 (or €2 /m3) and
Merbau is sold with prize Rp.50.000,-/m3 (or €5 /m3). Interviewees note that, by contrast,
there is a high demand of these species, and of course high prize, in international market
which is mostly coming from Europe. However, on that time Indonesia timber is sold to
China (in the form of illegally exported raw logs), Japan, and Korea. The above fact has
attracted hundred of investors in and outside Indonesia to take a part in small-scale
logging activities offered by the IPKMA-kopermas policy. As a consequence, many
kopermas established not because of customary communities’ idea but investors’ on
purpose to exploit a great number of timber from customary forest rather than to improve
prosperity of customary communities.
Changing political condition in Indonesia from centralistic to democratic
government occurred very fast during the period 1998 - 2004. Papuan people especially
those who live in and near forest are not well-prepared to face this situation, more
specifically to directly engage in the activity such as implementation of the IPKMAkopermas policy where they had never experienced before (Tokede, et al. 2007). At the
same time, deep disappointment towards central government has really changed
perspective of customary communities to the idea that this is the right time to go out of
socio economic problems they faced before although they realized that they do not have
required qualifications to deal with (Patay, 2005; Tokede,et al, 2007). There was a wellknown slogan in Papua on that time i.e. kalau bukan sekarang kapan lagi, kalau bukan
kitorang siapa lagi (if it is not now, when? If it is not us, who else?). This slogan seemed
to perfectly describing what has been going on in Papua since that time.
In addition, change in government system and particularly forestry institution is
more likely to have negative impact on performance of IPKMA-kopermas. It is found
from the interview that a new regime of government system particularly in district
government tends to modify existing implementation structures, priorities, even
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government officials. For example, the leader of district (Bupati) had a tendency to
employ his people (people who always supported him) on strategic position in local
government agency, although they do not have adequate qualifications to be able to
perform their job.
Widespread concerns are voiced by a number of interviewees about conflicts that
quite often arise during the implementation process. Conflict is triggered by the shift in
customary ownership system. During the implementation process, there is a tendency
that customary forest which in the past was a communal ownership, has shifted to be an
individual ownership. On one hand, conflict emerges between customary communities
and kopermas as well as business partners due to unclear boundaries and land tenure
system. Some customary communities claim that customary forest which is being
harvested by kopermas or business partner is their ownership. On the other hand,
conflict between kopermas and business partner also arise mainly due to unclear shared
benefit-mechanism. Dealing with this situation, business partner is more likely to apply
army force, which in some cases makes the situation become worst. While conflict
between customary communities and kopermas usually is brought to customary board,
however the fact showed that up to some extent it does not resolve the conflict. Almost
none of strategy is applied by the local government to overcome this dispute. Some
interviewees point out that the government is not aware that conflict will emerge due to
unclear boundaries, etc.
Effective implementation requires consistent and stable system. According to
interview and literature, the implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy in Papua
could not avoid corruption, collusion and nepotism (KKN), which are deeply rooted in the
existing political and economic system in Papua and Indonesia (Patay, 2005; telapak
and EIA,…).
On that time, KKN are visibly seen elsewhere in Papua. Actual evident is showed
by the government leader on that time. Almost all of government agencies leader is
the people from his village/region (Expert).
This kind of situation is likely to challenge the implementation of the IPKMAkopermas policy resulting on devitalizing law enforcement, affecting actors’ behavior, etc.
Actors involved in the implementation process are challenged and affected by these
threats; hence they could not work properly.
In short, those factors elaborated above are likely to have a negative impact on the
implementation process of the IPKMA-kopermas policy by influencing performance of
those who involve in the implementation process such as implementing agencies,
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business partners, and customary communities.
4.6. Adequate causal theory
Decentralization movement in 1999 and particularly special autonomy status of
Papua Province in 2001, which declared transfer of power to the local level and
acknowledgement of customary community right by the state, have triggered a rapid shift
in governance system, in local policy, even in the mindset of people as important key
actors in the local circumstances (Patay, 2005; Tokede et al., 2007). Local government
and customary communities who were dissatisfied with the old governance system
started to think and act according to what they see as best for them. In addition, some
interviewees stress that political condition in Papua was instable due to a long history of
fight between Papuans and the Government of Indonesia.
….on that time situation in Papua was not really conducive so the IPKMAkopermas policy was forced to immediately implement in order to silence
customary communities so they can focus on improving economy and not else
(Forestry Official-Province).
In response to the above facts, the IPKMA-kopermas policy was developed and
executed during the period of 2002 – 2004. Initial assumption of the IPKMA-kopermas
policy was built upon the fact that forest management is always controlled by central
government and no room is given for customary communities to manage and benefit
from forest in the past (before reformation era / before 1999) therefore a chance has to
be given for customary communities to actively engage in forest management to improve
their prosperity through implementation of the IPKMA program (Dinas Kehutanan
Propinsi Papua, 2007).
IPKMA-kopermas has given customary communities a chance to directly
manage and benefit from forest but unfortunately they could not maximize profit
because of obstacles such as lack of skills, money, etc (DPRP Member).
I lived in a village where there are no adequate infrastructure, no light, no
market, no appropriate schools, etc. I have no basic education so it is hard me to
find a good job in sub-district. So my relatives and I agreed to build a kopermas
with help from pak JH (who arranges everything for us) so we can get permit to
sell our trees. Through kopermas we can generate income and reduce number of
unemployed so actually it is helpful. But after it was terminated we have no chance
to generate income and what’s worse is that our forests are gone (Customary
Community).
The IPKMA-kopermas is a tool for economic purpose so customary
community who are known as the poor can have income resource (Kopermas
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Staff).
The initial assumption of the IPKMA-kopermas policy is considered insufficient to
recognize the existing problem that can be resolve through planned measure i.e. the
IPKMA permit. This is also an important factor that explains the failed implementation of
the IPKMA-kopermas policy.
According to interviewees, preparatory phase of the IPKMA-kopermas policy is too
short thus hardly any assessment as well as communication activities took place. The
Provincial Forestry Agency as a major player did not involve other public and private
agencies in development process of the IPKMA-kopermas policy. Participation of other
parties for example private sector only occurred when implementation took place due to
economic purpose (Tokede, et al, 20007).
During the implementation process of the IPKMA-kopermas policy, participation of
customary communities, who involved in an organization called kopermas, has only as a
concession area owner and an IPKMA permit holder. Other activities with regard to
planning, production and administrative tasks were conducted by business partner. Lack
of required skills and knowledge of customary communities is the reason why they are
not actively involved in the implementation process of the IPKMA-kopermas policy.
The economic benefit received by customary communities through kopermas is
available in a very limited amount compared to forest destruction occurred (Patay, 2005;
Tokede, 2007). There is also evidence as well that a large part of the benefit is being
captured by business partners.
According to interviewees and literature, implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas
policy has contributed to forest destruction. This notion emerges due to following
reasons.

In accordance with SK Kadinhutbun No 257 / KPTS / KWL-3.d / 2000,

kopermas is allowed to harvest trees with minimum diameter of 30 cm.

From

sustainability viewpoint, this is, of course, damaging customary forest. In addition,
although the implementing guideline oblige kopermas and business partner to plant two
trees after harvesting a tree, in fact it is difficult to execute that obligation. Besides, no
monitoring activity takes place to check whether kopermas and business partner have
planted tree as obliged in the law.
Furthermore, as mentioned before, conflicts quite often arise between those who
involve in the implementation process due to unclear boundaries of customary forest,
customary forest tenure, and share-benefit mechanisms of customary forest. A possible
explanation is related to ownership system applied in the life customary communities.
Property right boundaries of customary communities are specified by natural signs such
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as specific tree, river, hill, pool, cave, etc. hence in fact, there is no exact coordinate in
the field (Patay, 2005). On the other hand, kopermas members and customary
communities are often dissatisfied with business partner with regard to compensation
prize. Business partner tended to paid harvested timber based on minimum
compensation prize stated in the law (Governor Decree No 50/2001), while customary
communities and kopermas requested that that prize should be increase a little bit
because timber prize in domestic and international market is increasing gradually. In
addition, up to some extend kopermas’ staffs who own the rights over forest are not
agree with amount of fee received by others (including head and secretary of a
kopermas) who do not have tenurial rights over forest.
The weaknesses as well as potential conflicts found in kopermas are the primary
reason that weakens kopermas position in the implementation process of the IPKMAkopermas policy. At the same time this explains why management of kopermas and its
participation in logging activity are complicated and seemingly less successful. This is
also concluded by Mambai et al., (2005) that management of kopermas is relatively not
successful as well as participation in logging activities.
Those above facts emphasize that what is really emerged from the IPKMAkopermas policy project is actually kopermas and not customary communities. This is
also indicated by Patay, (2005) and Tokede, et al (2007) that development of a
kopermas not represented voice of customary communities but outsiders i.e. other
communities and business partners.
Widespread concerns which are raised by interviewees and found in the literature,
argue that the failure of the IPKMA-kopermas policy is situated in the implementation
process. There are very mixed views about this issue. On the one hand, government
officials are likely to blame business partners and customary communities for
implementation failure. Somewhat similar to government officials, experts from NGOs
tend to blame business partner (is seen as free riders) that seemed to exploit the
weakness of customary communities and poor law enforcement of government officials.
Business partners, by contrast, defend that the failure is due to poor law enforcement. In
addition, some customary communities are likely to blame business partner, in contrast,
others are not agree, nor have opinion about this issue.
Given the above views, it can be assumed that the theory that underlies the
IPKMA-kopermas policy is less sufficient to facilitate and protect customary communities
in the implementation process. It served only to cure the symptoms emerged in forest
management but has failed to understand basic problems and finding best solution to
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resolve them, thereupon the implementation process of the IPKMA-kopermas policy is
not really successful in the end. This is based on three reasons related to the objective of
the IPKMA-kopermas policy. First, there is no significant improvement of the prosperity
of customary communities. Second, there are sighs of empowerment of the customary
communities. Third, the implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy has a great
impact on forest destruction, illegal logging and illegal trade.
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V. DEVELOPMENT PROCESS OF THE FDFL POLICY
The FDFL policy is not implemented at the moment of writing, it is still in
development process (policy making stage). Hence in this section I am going to analyze
parts of the development process of the FDFL Policy. It will be a kind of ante-evaluation
with regard to factors contributing to effective implementation.
5. 1. Clear and consistent policy objective
The main objective of the FDFL policy is to eradicate poverty and to improve the
economic of Papuans by sustainable use of forest resources which embodies in
following principles: (1) returning forest ownership right to the people, (2) total prohibition
of log export, (3) acceleration of home industry development, (4) tackling land conflict
through securing access to forest land, (5) Licenses of forest concession holders – active
or non-active, will be revoked, unless they develop forest industries in Papua, (6) law
enforcement through sufficient forest rangers/police and improvement of community
awareness and (7) all types of forest in Papua are dedicated to save planet earth and
future humanity. In addition, expected result and priority of the FDFL policy, namely
utilization of forest resource should significantly benefit the local community as well as
they should consulted in any plan to utilize forest, are clearly addressed in legal
documents and communicated for related stakeholders in special occasions such as
workshop, seminars, etc.
Different interpretation as regard the objective of the FDFL policy found during the
interview. Some interviewees perceive that the objective is to improve economy and
empower customary communities.
Objective of the FDFL policy is to empower and improve economy of customary
communities and at the same time, manage forest in sustainable ways (DPRP
Member)
…to return the rights of customary communities so they can benefit from forest
resource (Forestry Official – Province)
…the policy is about customary community ownership over forest, how their
knowledge can be applied in forest management, and it is about how to catch
economic value of forest management for customary communities (Customary
Institution Member)
While others refer that they do not really know about the objective.
I heard that the governor has published a new forest policy. I just do not know what
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it is about (Customary Community).
I think it is an ambitious policy and I must admit that it provide new strategies
concerning forest management.., however we also have to consider about many
things such as capacity of implementer, financial resource, etc (Forestry
Department’s Official).
Thus, two coalitions emerged; the first coalition is those actors who frequently
attend the activities initiated by Provincial Forestry Agency such as public seminar and
workshop. The other coalition consist of forestry department and local forestry officials in
the lower level and customary communities.
Some interviewees assume that legally stated policy objective of the FDFL policy is
clear and more consistent than the objective of the IPKMA-kopermas policy.
Nonetheless, those interviewees either forestry officials or customary communities are
not really questioning clarity of the objective. They notice that it is not a big matter to deal
with.
Concerns are voiced by interviewees that the Provincial Forestry Agency has
initiated various efforts in order to acquire feedback for development of implementing
regulation of the FDFL Policy which is expected to follow the right procedures in accord
with legislation system in Indonesia. Various stakeholders are consulted including NGOs,
universities, and customary institutions. Development of implementing regulation of the
FDFL policy namely Special Provincial Regulation (perdasus) on Sustainable Forest
Management goes through a long process.

It has been almost three years, the

regulation has not decided yet.
The facts above suggest that some changes have been initiated in the on-going
process of the FDFL Policy. However, some issues related to clear and consistent policy
objective still remain unchanged as those are in the IPKMA-kopermas policy. For
example, different interpretations regarding what the policy (objective) is about.
5. 2. Adequate Implementation structure
As it is mentioned before that up to now no regulation has decided yet, hence the
analysis will be based on those activities that took place during the development process.
According to interviewees, attempts have been carried out by Provincial Forestry Agency
as a major player to ensure effective communication and coordination. Conferences,
workshops, public consultation, pilot project, are several endeavors performed by this
agency. For instance, a seminar held by forestry agency in cooperation with NGOs and
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customary institutions to explore customary community perception about sustainable
community forest management held on 2008 in Jayapura, Papua. In addition, various
kinds of stakeholders including public agencies, NGOs (e.g. WWF, PPMA, Foker-Elsham,
APHI, etc.), customary community institutions (DAP, LMA), universities (Unipa,
SAMDANA Institute), are engaged in those activities mentioned above with the intention
of communicating the policy and at the same time getting comprehensive inputs.
Provincial Forestry Agency has been conducting several events such as workshop,
seminar, etc. which involve all related stakeholder such as University, NGOs, other
government agency, custom organization, to communicate about the new policy
(Forestry Official - Province ).
While, customary communities as the main target group are seldom involved and of
course informed about the policy in those activities mentioned above. Conversely,
communication of the policy is likely to occur as a follow up of socialization program by
which a planned program that has decided by the government, is informed to customary
communities in a specific area/village because the implementation is going to take place
on that area (Dinas Kehutanan, 2007). Thus, customary communities actually not
involved in policy making stage or to put it differently they do not have access to the
development process of the FDFL Policy that may affect their future life. This kind of
practice has been common because policy makers tend applied top down approach by
which the policy measures / decisions are decided in the upper level without consulting
to the lower level. It is also due to the notion that policy makers know the need of
customary communities (Makinde, 2005). Similarly, private sectors are seldom invited to
attend those activities due to the reason that right now is not the right time to inform them.
A number of interviewees express similar concern that coordination, monitoring and
accountability are going to be challenged by factors that are almost similar to those
challenging factors in the implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy. Multilevel
structure of communication and coordination, monitoring as well as accountability (e.g.
between actors provincial agency and district agency), lack of financial resources, limited
number of government officials, still exist in current situation. In addition, jealously
among institutions involved or in broad level among local governments is another thing
which is likely to provoke egoism and monopoly power over natural resources.
Since decentralization era, relationship with district government is not so strong like
what we have in the past (before decentralization era). Maybe because they
(forestry agencies) are more responsible to follow their leader order (Forestry
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Official - Province).
Province agency always takes over all physical tasks/projects from us (district
agency) whereas we own the resources (forest, land). Logically according to
regulation, they should only arrange administrative issue and we do the physical
job (Forestry Official - District).
Those facts above show that, up to some extend, the current government has
recognized that adequate communication and coordination is crucial to ensure effective
implementation. However, more space should be given to societies and private sectors
in order to communicate the policy and at the same time building a partnership during
the development process for the FDFL policy.
5. 3. Committed and skillful implementer
According to interviewees, the local government of Papua has been greatly
concerned towards the issues: customary community right, poverty, as well as
sustainable use of forest resource. Several activities such as public hearing, workshop
etc. have been initiated since the FDFL policy was published in 2006. Furthermore, the
local government has recognized that building partnership with related stakeholders in
local, national and international level is important to facilitate effective future
implementation of the FDFL policy. Involvement in international events such as Global
Climate Change Conference in Bali 2007 and developing network with international
agency (e.g. Doorwind Ltd, NL), are a few instances that indicated the commitment of
local government towards implementation of the FDFL policy in the future.
I can see a strong commitment of current governor and or forestry officials to focus
on customary community and sustainable development issues in Papua. They are
very brave to initiate this policy although it is criticized by other parties. Forestry
agency has incorporated all stakeholders in each meeting/activity…. One thing that
needs to be improved is capacity of the people in middle and lower level of
government and of course customary communities themselves (Forestry
Department official)
A strong view is voiced by forestry officials that current Provincial Forestry Agency
which had experienced the implementation process of the IPKMA-kopermas is fully
aware about the importance of committed and capable implementers and their role on
public policy implementation. Hence, several means and legal frameworks related to
capacity building programs are carried out in order to improve skills, knowledge, and
awareness of government officials. Specific trainings managed by BP2HP (a production
forest management agency in Indonesian Forestry Department) which are dedicated for
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forestry officials in either provincial and district government particularly those in the
middle and lower level of government (e.g. forestry technicians).
In relation to community empowerment project, some interviewees think that
Provincial Forestry Agency and BP2HP have cooperated with other institution such as
NGO and University. However, the fact shows that there is very few empowerment
activities in the form of mini-campaign conducted until this moment. In addition, it has
been common that empowerment activities in community level are mostly initiated by
NGOs. For example, there is an NGO, namely PPMA (a local NGO that focuses on
customary community empowerment and strengthening), which has done several efforts
to improve customary community skills, knowledge, and awareness by conducting
events such as training, supervision, etc. Themes addressed in training are about
organizational and financial management. One actual example is, currently, PPMA is
supervising customary community in kopermas Unurum Guay, Jayapura district in such
a development project for the period of 5 years. However, the efforts performed by
PPMA is very limited due to limited financial, experts and staffs, thus It cannot reach
other customary communities in Papua.
In addition, as confirmed by the interviewees although the IPKMA-kopermas policy
is not really successful in the end, it also has a positive impact in the life of customary
communities in the sense that they have learned much from the implementation of the
IPKMA-kopermas policy. So it may be the case that they have some skills and
knowledge. However, another concern is raised whether those skills, knowledge and
experience from the past implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy are qualified to
future implementation of FDFL policy.
We can’t deny that IPKMA has impact on economy of customary community as
well as on the knowledge and experience about forest activity. This will served as
valuable lessons to involve in the current forest activity (Forestry Official).
It is found from the interviews that all activities related to development process of
the FDFL policy are almost always initiated by the Provincial Forestry Agency. District
agencies, by contrast, are likely to be passive actors in the sense that they are not
involved in the decision making and only consulting after decisions have been made by
provincial agency. A view raised by interviewees confirms that the FDFL policy is a kind
of project belongs to the Provincial government therefore district agencies are not
actively involved in the development process.
Given the above views and considerations, it can be concluded that the current
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government has realized the importance of committed and skilful implementer which has
to be improved so as those implementers can perform in effective way. Attempts to build
capacity of implementing officials and to developed network with private sectors have
been conducted, albeit in limited extend. In addition, there is a very few empowerment
activities dedicated to strengthen customary communities take place until this stage of
development process. On the other hand, involvement of forestry officials in the district
level seemed to be not really enthusiastic. While, customary communities and business
partners, accidentally, are positioned as passive participants.
5. 4. Support of interest groups
A number of interviewees express that participation of other parties in development
process of the FDFL policy is more likely to have positive impact on future
implementation. Several organizations including BPKH, BP2HP, PPMA, WWF, Samdana
Institute, LMA, DAP, Unipa, Uncen, and APHI, participated in several events that took
place in the on-going development process of the FDFL policy. Engagement of various
organizations is useful in providing input such as technical advices and social issues that
will enrich information gathered to design adequate regulation and implementing
guideline. At the same time, this will affect understanding as well as behavior of those
organizations thus they become fully aware and likely to be more responsible in future
implementation.
According to interviewees among organizations above, private actors in the local
level are seldom involved whereas they tend to hold required resource e.g. money and
expertise. One must admit that this capital cannot be fully facilitated by local government
or customary communities and that future implementation of the FDFL policy will still
depend on other parties for those resources as the fact that forestry activity used to cost
amount of fresh money, to adopt high technologies and expertise. An example from
current activity, the Provincial Forestry Agency has initiated pilot project with regard to
small-scale community timber industry by which local government has provided 7 (seven)
portable sawmills for 7 (seven) kopermas to stimulate those kopermas to harvest timbers
from their forest. As far as it concern, until now this project is still waiting for regulation
that can legalize the planned activity. Reflected on this specific project, it is found that,
first, customary communities have no money to buy portable sawmill, and of course the
local government cannot provide this equipment for all customary communities.
However, it is found that very few networks have been initiated by the Provincial
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Government with international organization with regard to business plans on market
values of Papua’s forest. For example, network developed with international private
organization i.e. Doorwind, Ltd. in the Netherlands concerning certification issue of
Papua’s timber in 2007. Another example is cooperation with a Chinese Corporate on
carbon trade. Although up to now there is no clear indication about the progress, those
projects have proved that limited attempts have been established.
In summary, much attention has been given to raise support from -and networks
with - various kinds of organizations in the development process of the FDFL policy. In
doing so, the Provincial Forestry Agency generate knowledge trough collection,
interpretation and communication of information with those groups which will be useful to
assist forestry agency in planning and implementing the FDFL policy programs. In
addition, very few attempts have been initiated to raise support from interest groups
especially those which hold financial and expert resources.
5. 5. Change in social economic conditions
Based on interview and literature, there are several factors that tend to influence
future implementation of the FDFL policy including market demands on forest and forest
product, frequent changes in government system, and potential conflicts. These factors
are at the same time almost similar to the factors found in the implementation of the
IPKMA-kopermas policy. However, the situation emerged from those factors are
somewhat different.
International trend on market values of forest is likely to have an effect on the future
implementation of the FDFL policy. Currently, local government positively responds to
this trend by adjusting planned measures of the FDFL policy with market trends, for
instance, adoption of carbon trade. This will provide a chance to capture economic
values from conservation area which had no significant economic values in the past
forest management practice. To the contrary, this implies the need to take into account
the potential risks as regards revenue collection and shared-benefit mechanism
considering unclear forest ownership system in the local circumstance. As it is known, all
forests in Papua owned by customary communities however, there is no clear boundary
in the field. In addition Papuan customary communities still highly depend on forest for
living thus it is argued if the planned measure is executed, it may have an impact on their
livelihood. Another example, adoption of ecotourism to make use of conservation area
implies the need to prepare infrastructure, human resources, etc. in the local level so as
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the program can benefit customary communities and local government. If the
communities are not well-prepared then they may lose the chance to other communities
that have adequate capacities to compete in the implementation process. Having those
views above, the local government is required to develop an adequate model if not then
this project later on might trigger conflict in local circumstance.
In accordance with decentralization type applied in Indonesia, frequent changes
quite often occur in government system that has triggered change as regards institutional
structure, priorities, financial mechanism, etc. Indonesia government has already issued
two laws with regard to regional autonomy. Firstly is UU No.22/1999 and secondly is
UU.No.32/2004. The latter is a revision of the first. These laws indicate transfer of power
mostly from province to district instead of central government to local government
(Matsui, 2003), thus provincial government has to hand in some power on administrative
authority to district government. Meanwhile, district authority tends to exploit power
offered by the laws in order to pursuit their own goals. As a result, there is a struggle
between province and district as regards control of power over natural resources
including customary forest. In relation to the FDFL policy which is initiated by Provincial
government, it seems that district authority in particular forestry agency is not pro-active.
According to interviewees who are district forestry officials, they are quite enthusiastic
about the Policy however they are bounded by decisions of district leaders which
sometimes perceive emergence of the FDFL policy is a kind of tool utilized by province
government to take control over forests in district territory. Accordingly, some decisions
of district leader are contradict with the intention of the FDFL policy. In addition, growing
egoism and jealously of among government agencies (sectors) within a district and
among district governments to increase revenue earner have triggers conflict interest
over forest and land in Papua (Moeliono and Limberg, 2004).
Widespread concerns are voiced by a number of interviewees and also found in
literature about potential conflicts due to unclear boundaries, land tenure and sharebenefit mechanism of customary forest. These conflicts may occur, between customary
communities and local government on the one hand, and between customary
communities and private sectors, on the other hand. According to interviewees, to deal
with this issue, currently local government is working in a participative mapping strategy,
however this effort seems to be challenged by social issues in the ground, and lack of,
financial and expert resources. Hence, the local government has been initiating network
with NGOs e.g. WWF, PPMA. These NGOs have conducted some participative mapping
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as regards tenurial rights over forest and land in several districts in Papua, which
involved customary communities.

According to interviewees, some data regarding

community mapping have been conducted, however those are still sporadic and
temporary.
Moreover, future implementation of the FDFL policy is going to be challenged by
corruption, collusion, nepotism which are deeply rooted on current system and tend to
affect performance and accountability of government officials, customary communities,
and private sectors in local circumstance. To deal with this issue, current government in
this case the President of Indonesia has formed a new agency, better known as KPK
(Corruption Eradication Commission). According to interviewees, lately, performance of
this agency is assumed quite successful.
Briefly, the social economic factors that tend to challenge the future implementation
of the FDFL policy are almost similar to those are in the implementation process of the
IPKMA-kopermas policy. Limited attentions have been initiated to deal with those factors.

5. 6. Adequate causal theory
The FDFL policy is based on the fact that Papua Island has high rich forest and a
number of poor people, so called rich forest-poor people relationship (Suebu, 2006).
Even though the forestry sector is Papua’s second biggest revenue earner, out of 2
million people living in Papua (75% are forest dwellers) and vast majority of them live
below the poverty line (Suebu, 2006:1; Dinas Kehutanan, 2007). The poverty problem in
Papuan communities is caused by the facts that their rights over land and forest are not
recognized by government and that there was no access given to make use of forest, at
least until the Law of Papua Special Autonomy was introduced in the early 2002 (Suebu,
2006:2; Tokede et al., 2007).
In addition, it is recognized that forest management in the past has triggered
serious problems (Dinas Kehutanan, 2007). First, conflict quite often arise between
customary communities and forest concession right (HPH) holders, on the one hand, and
among customary communities themselves, on the other hand. Second, customary
communities feel that they are employed only as manual labor while their rights are not
acknowledged or not appreciated. Third, distribution of forest management yields (tax
collection) is inequitable for customary communities. They cannot catch direct economic
benefit from forest management. Fourth, there is a social discrepancy and poverty of
customary communities who reside in and surround forest area. Fifth, environmental
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problems or natural disasters occur due to of to forest degradation.
Based on the above facts, there are three main assumptions or theories that
underlie the FDFL policy i.e. (1) returning of forest ownership right to the customary
communities, (2) sustainability of forest and forest products, and (3) poverty alleviation of
customary communities (Suebu, 2006, Dinas Kehutanan, 2007). Although it is too early
to analyze future implementation of the FDFL policy, according to interviewees it is
reasonable to argue that these theories may serve as adequate premise for policy
makers to become aware of existing problems. Interviewees express concern as well
that those theories are in line with social, economic and cultural environment as well as
prevailing ideology in national and local governance system in Papua. More importantly
is that those theories are considered be useful to link policy objective and planed
measures of the FDFL policy which consists of eight program priorities which are still in
development process. Those are (1) redesigning of existing forest concession holder
(HPH), (2) logs export banned which has been implemented in Papua since 2007, (3)
home industry development and community logging, (4) development of forest plantation,
(5) ecotourism and carbon trade, (6) strengthening of government agencies and
customary organizations, (7) development of non timber forest product (NTFP).
Among those programs, total prohibition of logs export has been executed since
2007. In doing so, the local government is keen to stimulate local industries to buy and to
process raw logs before exported. This is based on idea that local timber industries in
Papua are almost closed because supply of raw materials (logs) cannot fulfill the
demands. At the same time, this specific instrument is assumed might be useful in
increasing economic value of timber which, of course, will benefit both the local
government and customary communities. Up to now, other instruments have not
executed yet, because implementing regulation of the FDFL Policy as a legal basis for
implementation of those instruments has not decided yet.
In addition, during the on-going development process of the FDFL policy, the local
government has conducted some preparations for the future execution of those
instruments by communicating those instruments and providing necessary equipments,
even developing network with related organizations. According to interviewees some
attention is also given to improve knowledge and skills of customary communities by
conducting socialization of the planned programs. In addition, limited attention is
dedicated to the supervision of customary communities by building cooperation with
other organizations. The organizations involved in supervision programs include NGOs,
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universities and customary organizations. Customary communities will be trained to
conduct logging activities as well as to process raw logs to be processed timbers (e.g.
sawn timber) by using simple equipment. Currently, local government has provided 7
(seven) portable sawmills for seven customary community group/kopermas which are
decided to be models in a pilot project of small-scale community industries.
In addition, there is one important instrument by which the Provincial Forestry
Agency has initiated management of timber waste. Implementing regulation and
guideline on this issue have been developed. The underlying assumption is that all
timber wastes from logging activities of forest concession holder can be utilized by
customary communities. In doing so, the added value of timber waste can be useful for
customary communities.
Having the above view, it can be assumed that the underlying theory of the FDFL
policy will be effective to facilitate evaluation of the problems which related to land tenure,
poverty, inadequate market information and sustainable forest management.
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VI. POLICY LEARNING
This chapter presents the comparison of six factors for effective implementation
between the IPKMA-kopermas policy and the FDFL policy and further discusses policy
learning.

6.1. Comparison of the IPKMA-kopermas Policy and the FDFL policy
Based on the previous analysis, there are some stabilities and changes found in
the two policies as displayed in table 3.
Table 3 Comparison of six factors identified in the IPKMA-kopermas Policy and the
FDFL policy
Factors

the IPKMA-kopermas policy

the FDFL policy

Clear and consistent
policy objective

 different interpretations
 inconsistency

 different interpretations
 cannot be identified yet, however
some efforts have been made to
adjust the FDFL policy with
existing regulations

Adequate
implementation
structure

 Implementation structure is not
clearly addressed
 Poor
communication
and
monitoring due to lack of finance,
necessary equipment, commitment,
and limited forestry officials
 Conflicting idea on accountability
between province and district
government

 Attempts have been conducted to
communicate the policy via
activities: conference, workshop,
etc.
 Involvement of various non profit
organizations
 less involvement of customary
communities & private sectors
 similar restraints are going to
challenge communication

Committed & skillful
implementer

 Uncommitted implementer
 Unskillful implementer
 No empowerment activities


 Committed officials
 Limited activities to empower
government officials
 Very few activities to empower
customary communities

Support
groups

Change
economic

from

interest

 No support from interest groups
identified on development stage
 Support of private sector in the
implementation process

 Wider stakeholders’ involvement
in development stage
 Less involvement of forestry
entrepreneurs in local level
 Very few cooperation built with
forestry
entrepreneurs
in
international level

in

social

 Growing tropical timber demand
 Unstable political condition
 Frequent change in government
system
 Conflict due to unclear boundaries
and shared-benefit mechanism

 Market trends (focus not only on
timber products)
 Frequent change in government
system
 Potential conflict due to unclear
boundaries and shared-benefit
mechanism
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Causal theory

 Customary community issue
 lack of access to forest

 Customary community issue
 poverty is due to lack of access
to forest
 sustainable forest management
 market information

Table 3 shows some similarities and changes with regard to six factors contributing
to effective policy implementation. From this table, it is seen that both policies are likely
to be ambiguously which lead to different interpretations. It has been common that policy
objective tends to be formulated ambiguously (Cohen, et al. 2005; Naka, 2000; Makinde
(2005). According to Cohen et al. (2005) ambiguous policy objective may lead to
implementation failure because the implementers may get confused and are not aware
about their role and responsibilities. However a view emphasized from the interview
indicates that policy implementers are not really questioning the clarity of policy objective
as a determinant factor for effective policy implementation. Different interpretations of the
policy may be due to the tendency that policy implementers are sometimes likely to
(re)interpret the policy according to their organizational and personal interest or even
they are not paid concern at all about the meaning of the policy. This issue may be
explained as autonomous and effortless character of policy implementation (Turnhout,
2009). In addition, having experienced inconsistency of the IPKMA-kopermas policy with
existing regulations that is assessed as the factor contributing to illegal issue of the
IPKMA-kopermas policy, it seems that current government is likely to be more carefully
in designing and producing the regulations of the FDFL policy.
Change and stability is found in the second factors i.e. adequate implementation
structure. Implementation structure that is communication/ coordination, and monitoring/
accountability process is very likely to be challenged by similar factors identified in the
implementation process of the IPKMA-kopermas policy. To deal with those challenging
factors, adequate communication is prominently required in order to obtain support.
During the development process of the FDFL policy attempts for communicating the
policy have been conducted through several activities by which various stakeholders are
involved. Wider stakeholders’ involvement is considered useful to communicate the
policy as well as to ensure accountability when implementation takes place in the future.
However among those stakeholders involved, private sectors, which used to hold some
required resources, are seldom involved and of course participate on those activities.
The rarity of private sectors’ involvement may result in lacking of support in the future
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implementation process of the FDFL policy.
It is important to note that participation of target group is also crucial for effective
policy implementation. Almost similar to the implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas
policy, during the development process of the FDFL policy customary communities are
seldom involved in those activities; this implies that they will not have much information
and indeed understanding about the policy because they do not have access to the
development process (planning, etc) of the FDFL policy that affect their life. Knowing
more about the policy is, of course, crucial to stimulate the sense of belonging and
commitment (Makinde, 2005) which may affect performance of these communities in the
future implementation process.
Another determinant factor for effective policy implementation is committed and
skillful implementers. In the past implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy, almost
none effort conducted to improve capacity of implementing officials, kopermas and
customary communities. At present, current government is very likely to be aware of,
thus limited activities as regards capacity building of government officials have been
conducted so far. In addition to that, very few activities as regard empowerment of
customary communities have been accomplished as well.
Compare to the past implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy, current
government seems to become aware that support from interest groups is certainly
needed to facilitate effective implementation. A great concern has been given to involve
various stakeholders on purpose to communicate the policy and at the same time to gain
more support. In addition, limited attempts have been initiated to build partnerships with
forest entrepreneurs in international level.
Moreover, social economic factors that are very likely to challenge future
implementation of the FDFL policy are quite similar to those factors in the
implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy. No action performed to get rid of or to
control those factors in the past implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy. In
contrast, current government has recognized that dealing with these factors is crucial to
secure future implementation therefore, for example, a strategy has been developed to
anticipate conflict among customary communities i.e. participative mapping as regards
territory boundary of customary forest.
A change as regards adequate causal theory is also identified from the analysis.
The IPKMA-kopermas policy has failed to recognize some problems as a result a
selected instrument cannot successfully link policy objective and measure implemented.
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The FDFL policy, by contrast, has a quite comprehensive premise in comparison to the
IPKMA-kopermas policy because it took into account problems such as poverty issue,
rapid forest destruction, tenurial right, lack of market information and concepts such as
poverty alleviation and sustainable forest management.
Finally, it is important to take those six factors for effective policy implementation
into consideration during the development process of the FDFL. Without clear and
consistent policy objective, effective communication, committed and skillful implementers,
public and private support, and adequate underlying causal theory, there is a risk that the
future implementation of the FDFL policy will become perfunctory.

6.2. Policy Learning
Having all information and the result, an analysis of policy learning can be
discussed. Based on the comparison above it can be argued that the changes emerged
is, of course, a result of policy learning. Analysis of policy learning is based on the
concepts introduced by Argyris and Schon (1978) and Kempt and Weehuizen (2002).

6.2.1. Singe loop learning (technical learning)
Prior to the implementation process of the IPKMA-kopermas policy, there were two
important decisions made by the local government. First, the decision made by the
Provincial Forestry Agency concerning minimum diameter of harvested timber (SK
Kadinhutbun No 257/KPTS/KWL-3.d/2000) by which a kopermas is allowed to harvest
timber with diameter of 30 cm up either in production forest or limited production forest.
This decision is based on the ideas that timber potency of customary forest is usually low
therefore in order to improve economic benefit the minimum standard of timber
harvested should be reduced (Kayoi, 2003; Patay, 2005). However, this decision is
actually conflicting with the existing regulation in Indonesia which stresses that minimum
diameter should be 50 cm up (applied in production forest) and 60 cm up (applied in
limited production forest) (Kayoi, 2003).
Second, the Governor of Papua issued a decree of the standard for giving
compensation to customary communities for timber taken from customary forest area
(Governor Decree, No.50/2001). The facts showed that timber prize paid by business
partners (either HPH or other investors) to customary communities and kopermas was
cheaper. For customary communities this was, of course, unreasonable consequently
conflict quite often arose. For example, conflict between Korindo (Korean-owned firm
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that hold forest concession right) and customary communities in Merauke, Papua in
2001 (International Crisis Group, 2007). Therefore, this decree was delivered to handle
conflict between customary communities and forest concession right (HPH) holders one
the one hand, and between kopermas and business partners on the other hand.
The first decision was an idea from provincial forestry agency. It is not clear what
the reason that triggers this decision (Patay, 2005). The second decision was actually
triggered by customary community demands. This shows that some improvements have
been made by the Provincial Forestry Agency and those improvements can be identified
as technical learning (single loop learning). However, it is also important to note that
those two decisions were made before the implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas
policy officially took place in the period of 2002 – 2004. According to interviewees and
literature, actually the IPKMA-kopermas policy has started since 1999.
Besides, the two decisions mentioned above, during the implementation process of
the IPKMA-kopermas policy in the period of 2002 – 2004, hardly any adjustments or
improvements as regards empowerment activity, financial support and network were
made by policy makers as well as Provincial Forestry Agency to realize the policy. One
can assume that this might due to the very short implementation time frame of the
IPKMA-kopermas policy which according to the regulations, the IPKMA permit is valid for
one year and can be extended as long as a kopermas or business partner fulfills all
prerequisites needed. The point about lack of time is identified by Chapman (2002) as
one obstacle in policy learning (Kempt and Weehuizen, 2005).
On the other hand, one may perceive that emergence of the FDFL policy can be
also categorized as single loop learning. It can be seen as the follow up of the IPKMAkopermas policy in the sense that the FDFL is also based on the same idea that lack of
access to forest has resulted in poverty thus a space has to be given for customary
communities to engage in forest activities. Although the FDFL has introduced different
measures, those are going to achieve the same targets as the IPKMA-kopermas policy.
6.2.2. Double loop learning
Double loop learning is also recognized in development of customary community
right policy in Papua. The IPKMA-kopermas policy can be categorized as double
learning because it adopts a new concept by which customary community rights over
forest and land are accommodated. The fact showed that in the past forest management,
no room is given to customary community rights. In addition, termination of the IPKMA-
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kopermas policy in the late of 2004 is assumed to be a result of social learning which
means it is within the realm of double loop learning.

Having experienced the past

implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy has led the change in the mindset of the
people as the result of learning. A number of interviewees claimed that they have learnt
much from the past implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy.
It can be concluded from the analysis that the FDFL policy is more appropriate to
be classified as double loop learning. It is recognized that the FDFL is not really the
follow up of the IPKMA-kopermas policy. In contrast, it is more likely to be a new legal
product by which different concepts are adopted, developed and adjusted. As mentioned
in the previous chapter that the FDFL, which aims to eradicate poverty and improve the
economy of Papuan by sustainable forest resources, accommodates concepts and
values with regard to sustainable forest management and poverty alleviation.
Compare to the IPKMA-kopermas policy which focused only on timber and
executed only in one program, the FDFL policy introduces much more concepts and
programs. From those concepts mentioned above, there are 4 (four) programs with the
main target are customary community right i.e. (1) home industry development and
community logging, (2) development of customary community forest plantation, (3)
ecotourism and carbon trade, (4) customary community empowerment, and (5)
development of non timber forest product (NTFP). In addition, it seemed that the
Provincial Forestry Agency has adjusted the planned measures with international market
demands. For example, adoption of REDD, and carbon trade. Moreover, many attempts
have been conducted such as involvement in international activities which enable local
government to generate knowledge from experience in other places and also to be
aware about trends in international movement with regard to forest management
worldwide. For example, cooperation with PT. Doorwind, Ltd for certification issue.
Besides, non timber forest product (NTFP) is also one of the program priorities adopted
by local government.

6.2.3. Conclusion
Given the above views and considerations, it can be concluded that type of
learning that is more important as regards development of customary community right
policy in Papua’s forest policy is double learning. This type of learning has led to the
change in fundamental values of past forest practices in Papua, which has no place for
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customary community rights over forest and land, into a new paradigm by which these
community rights are recognized by the state.
Following Kempt and Weeihuizen (2000), double loop learning requires a crisis or
revolution. The fall of the Suharto’s regime which indicated emergence of reformation era
in 1998 and local autonomy of Papua in 2001 has led to change in political condition and
specifically policy system by which more spaces are given to customary community
rights which further resulted in the case of the IPKMA-kopermas policy.
Regardless the short implementation period, emergence of the IPKMA-kopermas
policy is indeed an important movement towards customary community right issue in
policy system in Papua. In this policy, attention has been given to customary community
rights over forest and land; customary communities are given a chance to manage their
customary forest. This policy is of course a result of double loop learning which is more
likely to be triggered by decentralization movement, emergence of new regime in the
local,

and

social

economic

factors

(e.g.

tropical

timber

demand).

Although

implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy is failure in the end, it has resulted in
some kinds of policy learning (double loop learning) which further lead to emergence a
new forest policy i.e. the FDFL policy.
The FDFL policy, as mentioned before, has adopted, developed and adjusted
much more concepts/values/instrument in comparison to the IPKMA-kopermas policy.
The emergence of the FDFL policy is indeed a result of double loop learning which is
more likely to be triggered by factors including the failure of the IPKMA-kopermas policy,
emergence of new regime in the local government, international concern on
environmental issue (sustainable forest management, climate change, etc), and
international market demands (FSC issue).
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMENDATIONS
This chapter presents some conclusions and recommendations which are drawn
based on the research findings that presented in the previous chapter. These are
organized into following four sub sections. The first section will discuss an evaluation to
answer the research question. In addition to that, reflections of theoretical framework and
methodology applied will be reviewed under separated sub sections. Finally, some
recommendations will be formulated.
7.1. CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions of the research are structured based on research
questions.
7.1.1. Which factors have contributed to the failure or the success of customary
community right policy and specifically in IPKMA-kopermas policy in the period
2002 – 2004?
Reflection of those six factors in the implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy
was elaborated as follows. First, unclear and inconsistent policy objective is likely to
challenge the implementers. The result shows that different interpretations of policy
objective are found in the implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy.

Policy

inconsistency and ambiguity have triggered power struggle as regards authority to issue
the IPKMA permit between provincial and district government. Second, inadequate
implementation structure has led to insufficient performance of the forestry officials,
business partners and kopermas. Conflicting idea between province and district
authorities with regard to monitoring and accountability occurred due to unclear
implementing

structure

addressed

in

the

implementing

guideline

and

poor

communication and coordination in the policy making and implementation stages.
Third, implementing agencies are lack of relevant skills, resources and are not
committed to their work as a result they cannot perform in effective ways. Similarly, the
reason that has placed customary communities and kopermas as passive participants is
lack of required skills, knowledge, finance and technologies.
Fourth, interest groups specifically business has partially supported the
implementation process with regard to resources (finance, necessary equipments and
technical advices). In addition, no adequate network developed amongst implementing
agency, kopermas and business partner. In addition, in networking with kopermas,
business partners are more likely to be a major player in decision making because they
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are capital owners which give them the power to dominate. While kopermas (and
customary communities) are resource-poor that has placed them in weak bargaining
position.
Fifth, change in social economic condition is more likely to have a negative impact
on the implementation process of the IPKMA-kopermas policy. Growing market demand
on tropical timber has triggered many investors to invest in the implementation process
of the IPKMA-kopermas policy by which process customary communities are quite often
approached with bad practices in order to ensure investors’ involvement. In addition,
political change in the local government system that has triggered frequent shift in
institutional structure and financial mechanism is likely to challenge performance of
implementing agencies and of course the implementation process of the IPKMAkopermas policy. Added to this, it has stimulated jealously between local governments
(either province or district) and government institutions. Furthermore, conflicts that are
quite often arise has initiated insecure environment. Those kinds of situations above
have influenced performance of those who involve in the implementation the IPKMAkopermas policy.
Sixth, the analysis suggests that the IPKMA-kopermas policy is not developed on
the basis of adequate causal theory that can link policy objective and measures
implemented. The analysis proves that prosperity of customary communities cannot be
achieved by only giving access to forest.
Finally, it is not surprised that the implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy is
failure because the six required factors for effective implementation are not met in
practice. In other words, it is reasonable to conclude that the IPKMA-kopermas policy is
not effective in achieving intended policy objective as stated in legal document.

7.1.2. How have these factors play a role in the development process of the FDFL
policy in Papua???
There are stabilities and obvious changes in how those factors play a role during in
the development process of the FDFL policy. First, as regards clear and consistent policy
objective, different interpretations are found in the interview.

In addition, current

provincial forestry agency is likely to be careful in designing and producing implementing
regulations of the FDFL policy. Second, much effort has been given so far to
development of the implementing regulations of the FDFL policy by which processes,
communication with public agencies, non profit organizations and societies has started.
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However, at present, communication with private sectors and customary communities in
the local level is seemed less effective because they are seldom invited to those
activities related to development of the FDFL policy. Third, the provincial forestry has
given a great concern toward committed and skillful implementer which is proved by
various activities dedicated to build capacity of implementing agencies/officials. by
contrast, only few attentions are given to empower customary communities. Fourth,
interest groups which are most involved in the development process are non profit
organizations (e.g. NGOs, university), very few partnerships are built with private sectors.
Fifth, the factors that almost similar to those in the implementation of the IPKMAkopermas policy i.e. market demands, frequent changes in government system, conflict,
are likely to challenge future implementation of the FDFL policy. However, with regard to
some of those factors, limited attempts have been conducted to deal with those
challenging factors, such as adoption of participative mapping strategy to deal with
conflict because of unclear boundaries of customary forest area. In terms of causal
theory, the analysis concludes that the theories that underlie the FDFL are likely to be
useful in linking policy objective and planned measures.
Having the above views as regards six factor for effective policy implementation, it
can be concluded that the development process of the FDFL policy has incorporate
some critical factors which are indeed indicating a good sign for future implementation.
However there still remain some critical factors that are not really taken into
consideration, this implies that up to limited extent, the future implementation of the
FDFL policy is still questionable.

7.1.3. What has been learned? What type of learning occurs? What kind of learning is
most important to the changes of the policy?
The analysis suggests that learning process occurs in the implementation process
of the IPKMA-kopermas policy as well as the development process of the FDFL policy,
by which process a few instruments are adjusted; several new ideas are adopted,
developed and adjusted with local needs. Without a doubt, policy learning has an effect
on the changes as regards the six factors which are identified in the analysis.
Obviously, there are two types of learning i.e. single loop and double loop learning.
Within the realm of single loop learning, there are two instruments which are decided
prior to the implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy. During the implementation
process of the IPKMA-kopermas policy, almost none adjustment in terms of instrument
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was made. In addition, up to limited extend the FDFL policy can be categorized as single
loop learning in the sense that the FDFL policy is the follow up of the IPKMA-kopermas
policy.
On the other hand, there are some adjustments which can be classified within the
realm of double loop learning. Those are indicated by adoption and development of new
concepts and values. For instance, adoption of customary community rights issue in the
IPKMA-kopermas policy. Another example of double loop learning is adoption and
development of sustainable forest management concept in the FDFL policy.
Finally, the study concludes that the most important type of learning as regards
development of customary community right policy in Papua’s forest policy is double loop
learning. Considering that emergence of customary community right policy either in the
IPKMA-kopermas policy or the FDFL policy is occurred as a result of double loop
learning.

7.1.4. What are the opportunities and challenges for the future implementation of the
new customary community right policy under the FDFL policy in Papua?
Based on the findings and analysis, some opportunities and challenges can be
drawn. Factors contributing to effective implementation which are identified in the
implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy and the development process of the
FDFL policy will be kinds of challenging factors and at the same time those factors
coupled with learning process can be enabling factors for the future implementation of
the FDFL policy.
Different interpretations of the policy imply an important need to communicate the
policy so as implementers can realize their roles and responsibilities which can be
performed to achieve the policy objective of the FDFL policy. In addition, efforts to make
a regulation that consistent with existing regulations will be challenged by the fact that
contradictory and inconsistent regulations has been common in developing countries
such as Indonesia (Bell, 2001). This fact indeed has confused implementers which may
lead to the tendency to adapt with regulations that suit preferred goal in the local level.
By doing so, this sometimes can trigger power struggle amongst actors in the local level
as the case of the IPKMA-kopermas policy. It is therefore important to take into
consideration clear and consistent regulations that may serve as important aid in
implementation process and, of course, evaluation process. The development process of
the FDFL regulation in terms of substance has finished and at present is processed for
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legalizing in accord with regulation system in Indonesia. Much expectation is raised that
the regulation will serve as indispensable aid for effective implementation of the FDFL
policy.
Attempts to communicate the policy through various activities are considered
important to ensure accountability of stakeholders involved and stimulate societies’
monitoring in the future implementation of the FDFL policy. Effective communication will
be useful in obtaining support from stakeholders in order to deal with challenging factors
(e.g.

fund).

Having

experienced

inadequate

implementation

structure

in

the

implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy, current government is quite aware about
the importance of communication/coordination, and monitoring/accountability therefore
many attempts have been initiated. This indicates a good achievement so far in the
development process. Still, it is still extremely important to realize that future
implementation process will be challenged if the regulations not clearly address
implementations structures that structure the roles and responsibilities of implementing
agencies, target groups and interest groups. In the end, clearly defined implementation
structure in the regulations will serve as indispensable aid in (program) evaluation.
Hoping

to

acquire

better

inputs

from

societies,

attempts

as

regards

empowerment/strengthening of government officials and target groups have been
performed. Without a doubt, one may see that a great commitment is demonstrated by
implementing agency. To obtain comprehensive input, all potential implementers should
be involved and consulted; if not then there is a risk that these implementers will less
committed in the future implementation. The rarity of target groups’ involvement in
development process will affect their understanding and behavior in the future
implementation process.
Wider stakeholders’ involvement in development process of the FDFL policy is
crucial to ensure accountability of those stakeholders in future implementation of the
FDFL policy. Deep understanding is required to obtain support from interest groups
either public or private actors. In doing so, a good relationship can be developed, first of
all with public agencies which may struggle for the same interest, also with NGOs that
hold expertise and finance required in preparatory and implementation phases of the
FDFL policy, and as well as universities that hold expertise in the required field (e.g.
customary community forest management). In addition to that is an ideal relationship
with customary institutions that may provide support in conflict resolution, this implies
that local government should empower customary institutions as well. Involvement of
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those above actors is crucial for monitoring future implementation of the FDFL. However,
the rarity of private sectors’ involvement during development process will indeed lead to
an inadequate relationship develop between private sector and implementing agencies in
the one hand, and target groups on the other hand. Active involvement of private actors
is important considering that they hold some required resources for future
implementations of the FDFL policy.
Change in social economic factors has positive and negative impacts on policy
implementation; undeniably the future implementation of the FDFL policy is susceptible
to this change. It is therefore extremely important to take those factors into account so as
they will not undermine the future implementation of the FDFL policy. International trends
in forestry sector may induce market opportunities but at the same time may undermine
the implementation process. In addition, frequent change in government system is more
likely to become a challenging factor because it sometimes lead to change in institutional
structure, financial mechanism and prioritized program. For time being regional
autonomy law that delegates more power to district government, has indirectly led to the
struggle for power over natural resources amongst local authorities. Furthermore,
potential conflicts that arise as a result of ambiguous and shift of forest ownership
system are important to be taken into account in order to guarantee secure environment
for investment in future implementation.
Adequate causal theory that underlies a policy is very necessary to link the
intended policy objective and planned measures by which policy makers enable to
deeply understand the problems and search for adequate instruments for dealing with
the problem. The underlying theory of the FDFL policy is quite sufficient to enable policy
makers identifying the complex problems, for instance, poverty of customary
communities as well as rapid destruction of customary forests. It is therefore reasonable
to expect that this theory is adequate to link the policy objective and planned measures
of the FDFL policy.
Undeniably, the changes identified in the analysis are a result of policy learning.
Attention to incorporate customary community right issue in Papua’s forest policy is
absolutely due to double loop learning which has led to emergence of the IPKMAkopermas policy and the FDFL policy. Emergence of those policies and the changes as
regard the six factors for effective implementation explain how policy makers as either
individuals or organizations learn.
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important to note that as there
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little known for sure as regards
the six factors and learning,
some changes identified in the
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to ensure the future of the
FDFL policy.

After all, studying the six factors for effective implementation coupled with policy
learning on the implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy and the FDFL policy
provide alternative insights about what are the stabilities and changes that must be dealt
with to ensure effective implementation of the FDFL policy. Without a doubt, those are
generally critical to be taken into account in order to avoid perfunctory or haphazard
implementation of the FDFL policy in the future. In addition, it is important to note that as
there are many uncertainties in the policy implementation context as emphasized by
Naka et al., (2000) therefore to be effective a policy should be adaptive in order to be
adjusted with changing environment where the policy operates. Although it is too early to
discuss the adaptation and flexibility of the FDFL policy, little known for sure as regards
the six factors and learning, some changes identified in the study that are quite
promising to ensure the future of the FDFL policy.

7.2.

Reflection on the Theoretical Framework
The essence of this study is implementation and development of customary

community rights policy in Papua, Indonesia. To achieve the objective, a framework of
theories was developed in order to help the researcher to gather required information
and to further analyze that information on the basis of selected theoretical framework.
The study applied policy implementation theory in particular the model developed by
Sabatier and Mazmanian which introduced six conditions for effective policy
implementation coupled with policy learning model promoted by Argrys and Schon;
Kempt and Weehuizen.
The Sabatier and Mazmanianz’s model is within the realm of hybrid theory which
synthesizes both top down approach and bottom up approach and resulted in a kind of
conclusion that effective implementation will be achieved if those six factors are met in
practice. However many instances shows that there is a wide discrepancy between
intended policy goals and actual implementation that generally known as one interesting
topic in the implementation research (Naka, 2000; Makinde, 2005; Pulzl and Treib, 2007).
Although, the model is a hybrid theory, it is argued that, up to some extent, the part
of top down approach is more dominant in comparison to bottom up approach because
the model implies that policy system follows the straightforward orders in accordance
with policy cycle concepts. In some cases, this issue occurs in the other way around.
The study suggests that application of the model is appropriate to study the policy
that tends to pursue the top down approach by which a policy is initiated from the top
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level of the government, as the case that being studied i.e. the IPKMA-kopermas policy
and the FDFL policy. Implementation is failed because it does not meet the requirements
of the six factors for effective implementation, which also be one of the findings/
conclusions of the study.
However, another issue uttered by interviewees but somewhat outside the affair of
this study, concerns the tendency that sometimes a policy is produced from existing
activities that has been run in the ground which means it is not following the top down
approach and or purely following bottom up approach. To put it differently, some facts as
regards customary community right policy in Papua confirm that a policy can be made
only to legalize the existing activities in the ground. The FDFL policy, for example, is
actually developed from the existing practice. If this is the case then the policy probably
cannot meet the requirements of the model. As an illustration, different interpretations
will be found because people tend to perceive the meaning of a policy based on personal
/ organizational interest and also because it is difficult to change the thing that has been
implemented in the ground (Turnhout, 2009).
This above issue is related to the first factor of the model i.e. clear and consistent
policy objective. Sabatier himself actually acknowledged that this factor is not
appropriate compared to acceptability space of implementer towards the policy (Naka et
al., 2000). Mirror in this study, different interpretations are exist, even amongst people
who share relatively the same characteristic of job such us forestry officials in province
and district level. In addition, it is also shown that people who are engaged in the
implementation process not dispute that policy objective should be clear, even if they
complaint that the objective is not quite clear.
Not only following the research trend of policy implementation that is likely to
explore the gap between expectation and realization, this study also elaborating policy
learning. As the case is the longitudinal case and it is quite debatable either in the local
or national circumstances then it will be interesting to study policy learning that have took
place. Within the concern of the study, this is important because some literature argue
that learning can trigger policy change and indirectly can improve policy implementation
(Ebrahim and Ortolano, 2001; Flynn and Kroger, 2003). However, it is important to
express that applying the concept of learning in this study is quite challenging due to
unclear dividing line (Kempt and Weehuizen, 2000), complexity of the case itself that
being studied and indeed complexity of policy system. One the one hand an issue and or
a case can be categorized as a single learning; on the other hand it can be a double
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learning. In dealing with this issue, the study is directing to explore the logical reasons
behind to explain policy learning.
As the concern of the study covers policy implementation and policy learning, the
interpretative approach is performed to enrich the discussion of the study. Because it
enables one to go beyond the policy problems to present multiple and conflicting
meanings as well as a variety of interpretations of the policy in the parallel ways (Pulzl
and Treib, 2007:99). However, it should be acknowledged that in this study interpretative
approach is somewhat applied due to specific reasons. Decisions to apply the approach
is made after data collection were conducted, as a result some issues that need to be
addressed are not available.
Other factors that tend to challenge the researcher in the analysis of the study as
regards application of the theoretical framework is complexity of the policy systems, and
the reason related to personal issue such as limited understanding about the theories.
7.3.

Reflection on the Methodology
As the research applied a qualitative case study approach, two main method of

data gathering were performed i.e. document analysis and interview. Selection of
interviewee followed snowball sampling, thus there is a chance that the researcher might
get information which is relatively similar because interviewee tends to recommend other
people who engage in the same activities or who have similar perception towards an
issue. In contrast, the researcher may lose some important information which is known
by people outside. In the interview, different stakeholders including customary
communities, government officials, NGOs, University were interviewed. However, up to
some extends a number of interviewee is not sufficient to clarify an information and to
ensure that the researcher have gained a reliable information. Thus it will be useful to
enrich required information by applying other method such as focus group discussion
(FGD) for example, in order to explore the perspective of interviewees straight away.
Some important information cannot be accessed due to a long procedure in
government agencies which requires approval from the leader. In addition, some of the
report project and or proceeding of conference, workshop, etc., are not well-documented
either in hard copy or soft copy and cannot be accessed due to specific reasons. This
implies that local government agencies are not quite transparent, although they
acknowledged that openness of process is required to get feedback from societies.
Aware that they are being interviewed, interviewees tend to tell story that makes
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them look good. As the research issue related the current governor policy, almost all
interviewees who are government official is very likely to give (possibly false) information
that tend to build well image of their agency, or perhaps, to secure their career. This may
lead the researcher to a wrong result. In addition, it is found that interview with provincial
forestry officials is quite challenging, because they always related things with the fact
that their leader was brought to the court due to illegal aspect of policy implementation,
and other agencies/ actors who involved in the past refused to take responsibilities. This
is quite tricky for the researcher to keep the interview going as expected. Furthermore,
during the fieldwork it is quite difficult to trace interviewees who are related to the
implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas policy. Perhaps explanations to this are
because the policy has terminated 5 years ago, and or because the forestry agency itself
has no data about kopermas staff and customary communities and because of the fact
that almost all kopermas in the past implementation have no office or administrative
building. Moreover, the researcher is sometimes cannot avoid bias by posing a leading
questions or providing a hint if the answer is not corresponded to what he/she expected.

7.4. Recommendations
The following recommendations are formulated based on the research finding,
analysis and conclusions described previously. Associated with the objective of the
research, the following recommendations are intended to serve the local government.
This recommendation is based on what should be improved as regards development
process and future implementation of the FDFL policy.
1. Much attention should be given to develop adequate regulations in terms of clear
and consistency of policy content that clearly address implementation structure,
adequate procedure for participation of customary communities and protection of
customary community property, etc. This is important in order to avoid a great
deal of confusion in future implementation.
2. There is a need to improve communication and coordination among stakeholders.
Wider stakeholders’ involvement in the initial stage of policy making will ensure
their accountability. Building partnership with forestry entrepreneurs can be useful
to facilitate some required resources and market channels for future
implementation. In addition, there should be an openness of the process in order
to stimulate societies’ monitoring.
3. Capacity building of government officials should be improved. In addition,
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attention should be given to empower customary communities who are the target
of policy implementation. Building cooperation with other public agencies either
national or local level, non profit organizations will be useful to find a better
solution for empowerment of government officials and customary communities
4. Potential conflicts due to unclear boundaries and land tenure system will be a
challenging factor in forest management in Papua, therefore it is important to
develop adequate strategies for solving this problem and creating friendly
environment that may ensure forestry entrepreneur to invest in Papua.
5. Adoption of market trends in forest management is indeed important however
local government should seek adequate models as regards revenue collection
and shared-benefit mechanism of customary forests in order to avoid potential
conflict in the future.
The last part of recommendation is proposed for related further research as
follows.
1. There research has indicated that local government have adopted market trends
such as carbon trade and REDD. Associating these trends with local government
policy system and customary community right issue and the impacts on local
condition will be an interesting topic for further research.
2. There will be many actors involved in future implementation of the FDFL policy
thus a research on the perspective of potential actors involved is strategic in
relation to gain more understanding about acceptability of the policy.
3. A research on potential conflict with regard to land tenure system and the
strategies to cope with is also interesting to be studied. Deep understanding
about tenurial right is indispensable to conflict resolution strategies.
4. A study concerning the role of customary community institutions and how to
empower those institutions for conflict resolution is also worth pursuing.
5. A more focused research in the issue of non timber forest products (NTFPs) and
potential market strategies is also crucial. It would be useful to provide insight for
selection of market strategies.
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Annexes
Annex 1. List of interviewees
No

Name

Organization

1
2.
3.
4.
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Ade Ridwan
Anton Bonggo
Antonius Sasbi
C.Y.Hans Arwam
Daniel Bairam
Dandy Sofyandi
Dieter M Sawen
Edi Giyai
Ferdinan Dies
Frans Wospakrik
Giling
Hendrik Aboway
Hengky Rumfabe
Ismael Jitmau
Joko Susilo
Lambert Tokan
Leo Imbiri
Lyndon Pangkali
Magdalena Goakan
Marthin Patay
Marthen Kayoi
Matias Auri
Max J. Tokede
Ottow Ajoi
Paul Yohanes Sumino
Permenas Sobor
Ruben Buiney
Sofyan S.Hut
Sylvia M Makabory
Timbul Batubara,MSi
Yahya Sawa
Yan Ormuseray
Yehezkiel Deda
Yohanis Huik

Provincial forestry agency
kopermas founder/CCs
kopermas /CCs
Leader of Forestry agency (West Papua)
kopermas /CCs
WWF
Provincial forestry agency
PPMA
WMT II Jpr/ HPH holders
MRP
District forestry official (Jayapura)
kopermas founder/CCs
WMT II Jpr/ HPH holders
District forestry agency (Manokwari)
Provincial forestry agency
District forestry agency (Jayapura)
Papuan Custom Board
Samdana Institute
kopermas /CCs
WWF
Leader of Provincial forestry Agency (Papua)
CCs/kopermas founder
Papua University
Papuan custom Board
DPRP
kopermas founder/CCs
District Forestry agency (Manokwari)
BPKH
Provincial forestry agency
BP2HP
Ondoafi/ the headman
Provincial forestry agency
Distric forestry agency
Provincial forestry agency

Case
1,2
1
1
1,2
1,2
2
1,2
1,2
1
2
1
1,2
1
2
1,2
1,2
2
1,2
1
1
1,2
1
1,2
2
2
1
2
2
1,2
1,2
1
1,2
2
1
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Annex 2. List of checklist information for semi-structural interview
Nested case 1 the implementation of the IPKMA-kopermas
 kopermas founders/staff (community level)
1. How do you think about the IPKMA-kopermas policy?
2. What is the objective of the IPKMA-kopermas policy?
3. How do you think about commitment and support of local government? What kinds
of support did you get from the government?
4. How was customary community involved in the implementation of kopermas? What
did you do in the implementation of process of the IPKMA-kopermas policy?
5. what do you think about capacity of kopermas members
6. How about funds and support? How did private sector involved?
7. Did you face any challenges in the implementation? If yes, what were they?
 Private sectors
1. How do you think about the IPKMA-kopermas policy?
2. What is the objective of the IPKMA-kopermas policy?
3. How do you think about commitment and support of local government? What kinds
of support did you get from the government?
4. How was customary community involved in the implementation of kopermas?
5. How do you think about capacity of kopermas members/customary communities?
6. How did you/your organization involve?
7. Did you face any challenges in the implementation? If yes, what were they? Why?
 policy makers, non profit organizations, scientists and local authorities
1. How do you think about the IPKMA-kopermas policy?
2. How do you think about objectives? How do you think about the consistency of this
policy/regulation and other regulations?
3. What did you/ your organization do in the implementation process of the IPKMAkopermas?
4. How about commitment and capacity of implementing officials?
5. How do you think about participation of customary communities?
6. How about participation of private sectors? Non profit organizations?
7. What were the challenges in the implementation process? Did any activity
conducted to deal with those challenges?
Nested case 2 the FDFL policy
 Customary communities
1. Did you know about the new forest policy? If yes, how did you know?
2. How do you think about that policy? What is the objective of the policy?
3. How do you think about commitment and support of local government towards this
policy?
4. Did you participate in the activities held by the government to communicate this
policy?
5. How about funds and support? How did private sector involved?
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6. How do you think about the challenges in the future implementation? Suggestions
for dealing with those challenges?
 Private sectors
1. Did you know about the new forest policy? If yes, how did you know?
2. Did you/ your organization participate in the activities held by the government to
communicate this policy?
3. How do you think about that policy?
4. How do you think about commitment and support of local government towards this
policy?
5. How about funds and support?
6. How do you think about participation of- Non profit organizations? Others public
agencies? Customary institutions?
7. How do you think about the potential challenges in the future implementation? Any
suggestion to deal with those challenges?
 policy makers, non profit organizations, scientists and local authorities
1. Could you tell me about emergence of this policy? Why?
2. How do you think about that policy? What is the objective of the policy? How about
the consistency of the policy and other policy/regulations?
3. How is the policy developed?
4. How do you think about commitment of local government (province and district)
5. How do you think about capacities of local government and customary communities?
Did you see any empowerment activities?
6. Did you participate in the activities held by the government to communicate this
policy?
7. How do you think about required resources for future implementation
8. How about funds and other required supports?
9. How do you think about participation of- private sectors? Non profit organizations?
Others public agencies? Customary institutions?
10. How do you think about the challenges in the future implementation? Suggestions
for dealing with those challenges?
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Annex 3.

The implementing guideline of the IPKMA-kopermas regulation
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Annex 4. The Governor decree of the IPKMA-kopermas regulation
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Annex 5. The decree about termination of the IPKMA-kopermas regulation
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